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This study attempts to make some proposals upon a
strategy of port development and the particular case of
the Autonomous Port Of Cotonou from a technical and mana
gerial point of view.
Much of this study is based on insights gained during
my studies in the National University of Benin ,my expe
rience in the Directorate of Merchant Marine in Cotonou
and during my studies in the World Maritime University in
Maimo, Sweden as lawyer,civil servant and student in Gene
ral Maritime Administration.As a result it is impossible
to properly acknowledge my indebtedness to all those in
every part of the globe who helped me,directly and indi
rectly , in compiling these insights.
Completion of this thesis is greatly assisted by the re
sources of the World Maritime University library ,as well
as by the inspiring academic climate provided by collea
gues under the leadership of Professor Abdel A.MONSEF.
My great debt is to the staff of the World Maritime
University and the visiting professors.I would just like
to say ,though,that where I have borrowed ideas from
others I alone am responsible for the way they are used;if
1 have misused them,then I apologise very sincerily since
that was not my intention .If, however ,I have pushed
ideas further than their authors were thinking of going I
do not apologise :good ideas should be pushed to their
limits and I accept full responsibility for the pushing.

X M T R O D U c r X O M
Most of the great cities of

the world are ports.They

developed in estuaries,at heads of rivers and in shelte
red bays.Once established,ports have had to respond to
changes in the size and types of ships,forms of cargo and
new hinterland tranport.
Early in 1976,ship waiting times for access to several
ports in Western Asia and West Africa were in excess of
lOO days and some ships were reported to have spent over
nine months waiting to discharge their cargoes.The many
social,political and technological advances that have
been made during the last quarter century,and particular
ly, during the last few years,have required accompanying
changes in port facilities and administration all over the
world.The old methods of conducting international trade
where ships can afford to spend several days anchored
offshore while cargo is lightered to ^nd from the vessel
are rapidily disappearing.
The world's cargo carrying ships are being built larger
faster and more sophisticated.For these reasons,the sea
ports must meet these requirements.
In some developing countries recent political independen
ce has brought a new approach to problems of economic
development,a new urgency to provide adequate transport
infrastructures after long periods of colonial
neglect,and the need,if there is not to be economic
asphyxiation,for suitable facilities. Thus, there has
been the need for rapid modification of existing ports
and in many cases the demand for completely new ports.

Cl)DAVID Hilling ,PROBLEMS OF PORT EXPANSION IN LESS DEVE
LOPED COUNTRIES -THE CASE OF WEST AFRICA.2

These facilities have to be provided against a background
of severe shortage of capital,a changing pattern of world
trade and worldwide innovation of a rapid and fundamental
character in the technology of maritime transport.
It has been claimed by European standards thcit cargo
handling in West Africa is still in the nineteenth centuryCD.It is clearly imperative for the unhindered expan
sion of world trade that the gap between the "haves" and
the"have nots" be narrowed.lt does not necessarily follow
that this can be achi-eved by the immediate adoption of
the most sophistica-ted technology and it is often forgot
ten that decision-making on matters relating to ports is
often more critical for
developing countries than for
advanced economies.
For the countries in Africa as a whole over 94 per cent of
the external trade is in fact overseas trade and the
ports,therefore,become the critical link in the overall
development process.
In West Africa,congestion and delays at inefficient ports
have too frequently led to ocean freight surcharges .A
high percentage of the total investment in many developing
countries is concentrated in the port towns and much of
the secondary and tertiary activities are located at their
ports .As a result, decisions regarding the location
,lay-out and facilities of the ports become fundamental
questions of national ,physical and economic planning.
Benin,located in West Africa and serving as a transit port
to some landlocked countries (Bourkina Fasso,Niger,Mali)
is not an exception to the rule.However,one might bear in
mind that no two countries are the same and consequently
no two ports are the same.
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou which is choosen as a case
study and to which references will be made ,is faced
with and is still facing many difficulties as to port sta3

te control port policy,management and infrastucture»
It is an acknowledged fact that strategy of port develop
ment has had an important place in the development of
regions.
There is some doubt whether it is always possible to equa
te strategy of port development with economic development,
or to assume that the size of the engineering undertaking
is an adequate index of development consequences.Neverthe
less, a strategy of port development must be considered as
capable of fostering future development.Then,the question
posed here is whether a strategy of port development is a
sufficient cause for a sequence of developmental steps.
One of the most important aspects of my analysis will be
based on how to improve the productivity and the efficien
cy •of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou. First of all,one
might be aware of the fact that 1 will try not to go in
detail as to the economic investment aspect of our ana
lysis so as to able to go ahead without any obstacle.
Having said so,my study is to put an emphasis on the
technial and administrative aspects, my study is broken
down into four chapters and the part entitled "Summary
and ConclusiovV'to which great attention will be devoted
Firstly,! will try to give a general overview of the prevaling situation the Autonomous Port of Cotonou (CHAPTER
ONE). Secondly,! will make a suggestion on the strategy of
port development which can be applied (CHAPTER TWO).Third
ly,! will deal with the other contributors as to port
development, i.e the Maritime Administration and the Ship
pers' Council the so-called Conseil National des Chargeurs
du Benin. Finally,some proposals will be made as to fac
tors influencing port development.
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The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is located on a low lying
sandy coast at the southern edge of the town of Cotonou
.Its geographical position can be defined as follows;^ 21'
2" N,2 26' 3" E. From this geographical location ,it
appears that the Autonomous Port of Cotonou is at equal
distance from the ports of Lagos <IMIGERIA-115km) from Lome
in T0G0C135km). The Autonomous Port of Cotonou which can
be regarded as a transit port served the Benin region,Ni
ger and TogoCuntil the setting- up of the port of Lome)
saw the emergence of traffic for Mali ,and a new flow of
traffic for Burkina Fasso and the Nigerian traffic which
was conveyed through Cotonou from 1975, particularly after
the widespread congestion of Nigerian ports. This diversi
ty of traffic is the result of the privileged geographical
position of Benin in the subregion of West Africa In fact
,Benin does enjoy the relatively flat and undulating
relief which provides a natural transport corridor -for the
neighbouring enclosed countries above mentioned. One might
state that the Autonomous Port of Cotonou can be conside
red as the principal maritime axle of these enclosed
countries, i.e Niger,Burkina Fasso,and Mali. Being the
principal maritime axle of enclosed countries ,the traffic
of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou ,in principle,must be
influenced by the quality of communication lines between
the national and international network. Consequently,it
must provide rapid and smooth transit between land trans
port and the port zone (See communication lines between
the port and the national and internat-ional network in
Fig.1,2 and 3) One might already argue that the strategic
position or site of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou within
5
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the subregion of West Africa on the one hand and on the
other hand the communication lines between the natinoal
and the inter national network,in order to be sufficiently
and efficiently utilized in a profitable way , need a
strategy of port development to be carried out .

I.I

THE MANAGEMENT

The management of most ports in the world is vested in a
port authorithy .The constitution and of these bodies dif
fer quite considerably from country to country and indeed
within national boundaries.Perhaps the most striking fea
ture of port administration in the major ports of the
world is the forms of ownership adopted and the numerous
ways in which responsibility for providing facilities and
services have been delegated.However,there does exist a
certain similarity between the type of port administration
adopted in many developing countries ^mostly for display
of a degree of central government control with a clear
distinction between local port and national responsibili
ty. The Autonomous Port of Cotonou which is our concern,is
a national industrial and commercial public institution
with a legal entity and financial authority created on
December 31,1964 under Act N.64-39 amended as per order
N.76-5S of October 12,1976.
I.I.I

ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK

The organizational framework of the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou is not a special one.As a matter of course, port
operations wherever or whenever they will take place imply
a certain number of associations and superstructures. The
transport of goods from the Autonomous Port of Cotonou to
6
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another does suppose loading and discharging of goods in
order to be able to meet the factor loading and dischar
ging requirements.Thus,a cargo handling company ,
OBEMAPCl) and forwarding companies,SONATRAC & SOTRACOB
<2),were set up
I.I.l.I

THE STEVEDORING COMPANY:OBEMAP

The cargo handling company, a public industrial and com
mercial body created in 1969 is a state-owned company.lt
is mainly responsible for loading and discharging, trans
shipment and stowing of cargoes.Consequently,it is a link
in the chain of maritime transport.
I.I.1.2

THE FORWARDING COMPANIES:SONATRAC &SOTRACOB

Created in 1973 by Benin ,SONATRAC is an industrial and
commercial body .It is in charge of transit activities,brokerage,carrier consolidator and transport coordination.

Cl) Office Beninois de Manutention Portuaire
C2)Societe National de Transit et de Consignation SSociete
de Transit et de Consignation du Benip^.

7
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This company is now about to close due to a deficit in its
balance sheet. Apart from SONATRAC, another forwarding
company the so-called SOTRACOB exists which is entitled to
treat one third of traffic of transit commodities of the
republic of Niger. Besides the organizational framework of
the activities within the Autonomous Port of Cotonou an
organizational chart of the overall maritime policy exi
sts. All over the world where maritime transport
exists,all maritime activities are said to be under the
umbrella of a ministry. In the People's Republic of Benin
,maritime activities are laid down,organised,regulated,commended,and supervised by the Ministry of Equipment and
Transports.

I.I.2.

THE AUTONOMOUS PORT OF COTONOU AND THE
MINISTRY OF EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORTS.

As mentioned earlier, the Minister of equipment and trans
ports is on the top of the hierarchy.
The Directorate of Merchant Marine is in charge of natio
nal legislation and the Director ,is in principle,the
adviser of the Minister of Equipment and transports as to
maritime activities.He is,therefore,the depositary of all
maritime instruments and documents In fact, the Directora
te of Merchant Marine by delegation of power organises ,
and controls the implementation of natinoal maritime
legislation.The illustration of the aforesaid is showed
in the following chart CFig.A) Whilst responsibilities and
powers vary from one administration to. another they have
certain common features.Such features consist of
the provision,maintenance and operation of the port and
8

harbour facilities under the jurisdiction of the port and
action necessary to improve the port. The maritime legis
lation also provides the port authorities with powers to
engage in activities which are of advantage,or necessary
to fulfil their duties.For example,the overall responsibi
lity for pilotage rests with the Harbour Master's
Office.The Governement,in conjunction with the executive
body responsible for administering pilotage,ensure that:
a-rules and regulations for the safe navigation of vessels
are' provided.
b-training and examination procedures for pilotes are
provided
c-the Merchant Marine Code is established
d-recruitment is controlled and minimum qualification
standards is ensured
e-career structure to pilotes is offered
1.2.

THE INFRASTRUCTURE

So as to be able to face the rapid increase of traffic,
the governement of Benin did decide to finance an exten
sion of the port .The work of enlarging the former port
began in Februrary,1979 and ended in December,1982.There
fore, structures executed during the 1979-1981 extension
work,completed and extended the existing facilities in
accordance with the Autonomous Port bf Cotonou pilot sche
me.

9

1 ,2 .1 .

SPACE UTILISATION

I.2.I.I. PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

These comprise:
—an eastern jetty 700m long,built with riprap over a
lenght of 230m,and extented for a further 540m by a double
screen of metal piles,forming berthing quays.
-a southern jetty, now 800m long,the point of which is the
southeast corner of the new basin.This jetty is also built
with riprap and levelled off at 6m,and having a width of
7m at the top.
—sand mole , approximately 130m long ,built with riprap
obtained from demolition of the first 320m of the western
jetty. The groyne is levelled off at 7m with a standard
width of 8.50m at the top. The groyne runs out to sea
,starting at the bend in the western jetty.
-an access channel dredged to a depth of 12,50m and a sand
- trap dredged to 16,50m. both located in front of the
entrance passage . The entrance passage is 180m wide.It
forms the sole access to the port.The turning circle for
vessels has a diameter of 520m. The total area of the bassin is 60 hectares of which 40 ares opposite the new one
.The two parts communicate directly to where a portion of
the old western jetty has been demolished.

10
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The berthing facilities do not meet the requirements of
the traffic due to the increasing number of ships calling
at the Autonomous Port of Cotonou.The old quays comprise :
-four (A) berthing stations for all kinds of goods likely
to berth four ships of 155m length on the average at the
same time.
-tanker berth of 200m,also serving as an unloading berth
for bulk cargo . This station is connected to the general
hydrocarbon storage depot,located outside the port area by
a '300 m diameter pipeline.
-OneCl) berth for loading vegetable oil <160 m)
-Two <2) berths for trawlers <100 m ai->d 105 m long)
-Two <2) conventional berths of 180 m length each
-One <1> container terminal of 200 m length
-One <1) Ro-Ro berth
X.2.X.3.

WAREHOUSES AND STOREYARDS

The Autonomous Port of Cotonou has the following storage
facilities :
a-Bonded warehouses
.-165,000 sq.m container yard -Four warehouses of 3,750
11

sq.m each, located 3Qm from the quay —
—a transit warehouse of 4,0Q0 sq.m
-a product warehouse of 4000 sq.m
-three other transit warehouses of 6000 sq.m
-a customs warehouse of 2500 sq.m
—a hydrocarbon warehouse of 2000 sq.m
-two (2) warehouses of 3000 sq.m
—post and telecommunications office warehouse (postal pac
kage) of 550 m
-a 60,000 m tarmac platform.
b-Unbonded warehouses

-three (3) transit warehouses of 6,300 sq.m.
Besides,there are :
-two (2) storage tanks of 3,700 cb.m
-Eleven (11!) storage tanks in industrial zone of
40,000cb.m
c-Store-Yard

—roadways and access alleys of 30,000 sq.m
12
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Total capacity for miscellaneous goods of 80,000 sq.m
-a container terminal of 70,000 sq.m
-a sulphur storage area of 2,500 sq.m
-a bonded transit zone of 45,000 sq.m
-an unbonded zone of 1,390000 sq.m
There are also special fishery instalations.
-a covered fish hall of a surface area of 700 sq.m for
sorting and sale of fish
-an ice flake plant with a daily production capacity of 30
tons These facilities are completed by two cold rooms,with
a freezer tunnel and semi whole sale fish market.
Besides,a set of grain silos ,with a total capacity of
11,OOOtons,has been built outside the customs compound.
These silos are connected with quay via an overhead mecha
nical conveyor with a carrying capacity of 50 tons per
hour.
1.2.2 EQUIPMENT
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou does suffer from the
persistent lack of equipment capable of improving the
output and capable of meeting the requirements of the tra
de.
As a matter of course ,the Autonomous Port of Cotonou is
equipped with :
-ship-repair and careening facilities-a ship troist of 250
tons and a fully equipped workshop .
13
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-for vertical handling between ships' hold and the quays
there are derricks or. the cranes of the vessels concerned.
-a tyred mobile quayside crane which has been in operation
since 1980.The capacity of this crane (Caillard GSP 50)is
50 tons.
For horizontal handling operations,the stevedoring company
has a range of equipment including the following :
—5 ton hyster cranes.
-forklift trucks with capacities of 2,4,5,7,10,35,and 40
tons.
-towing vehicles .
-spreaders.
— loaders.
-portable conveyors.
-20 to 30 ton trailers.
-10 ton skip trucks.
It is also of a great importance to mention*that the for
warding companies (SONATRAC & SOTRACOB ) are equipped
with:
-forklift trucks with capacities from--5 to 10 tons
-20 to 30 ton trailers. Besides, the Autonomous Port of
14
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Cotonou is equipped with two 60— ton weigh bridges located
at each entrance to the port.
As to assistance to navigation the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou is provided with;
-As far as lights and markings are concerned,the access to
the port is marked out by :
-A lighthouse having the following feature;
-position 62 ID' 2" North and 22 6' 03" East.
-attitude of focal plane Z:30,97m above high tide level,
visible at 29 miles.
—Two beacons (red and green lights) at the entance pass.
-One(l) lookout tower 27m high with a VHP radio on channel
16 and a radiotelephone on frequency 2182kH2:. The pilotage
inwards and the pilotage outwards services are compulsory
for all ships with a net tonnage superior to 100 dwt. Here
,we have to put stress on the fact there is a derogation
for passenger ships The towage services are performed by
four tugboats C1,400HP at SOOp.m).These services are com
pulsory for all ships of a gross tonnage superior to 500.

SOURCE; Revue N-1 du Port Autonome de Cotonou Mars 1981
pages 48,49,et 50.
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The twentieth century will be over in 13 years ,a new
century will begin and it is presently necessary for the
port authorities to take decisions and to choose the
investments which will represent their planning .The
century change and a fortiory the millenary change induce
to considerations and this permanent concern about
strategy for the forthcoming years is the share of
anybody in charge of development.
The twentieth century beginning,with the successive
technological revolutions ,must lead the Autonomous Port
of Cotonou to be competitive as to its services.
Under the pressure of increasing traffic levels,
experienced over the last few years ,the need to extend
the existing port has become apparent and inevitable for
the Autonomous Port of Cotonou.
Works started in March 1979 will make it possible, ovi
completion (during 1981), to almost double the present
capacity of the port. But the extension of the existing
port is not enough as to the efficiency of the port.The
extension can be or is a prerequisite of it.
In fact, speaking in terms of strategy one might go
through its technical and managerial sides.
However, in so far as our study is concerned, I will
tackle the problem to a great extent from the technical
point of view because the efficiency and the productivity
of any port come first from its infrastruture.
Nevertheless, it can happen or it does happen that a port
having sophisticated equipment with bad planning arrange
ments is inefficient and non competitive.
2.1.

THE CHARACTERISTICS THE AUTONOMOUS PORT OF
16
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COTONOU IS SUPPOSED TO HAVE
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is not an entity in itself
and cannot exist in a vacuum.lt is a nodal point and
vital link in the total transport chain and essentilly a
provider of services and facilities to many users who
have many and various needs.
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is,thus,subject to demands
for services and facilities from a wide variety of
sources each calling for,and expecting,their own
particular need to be catered for in the most expeditional and cheapest manner possible.lt is, therefore,in a
position of having to be reactive to demand.This,of cour
se ,necessitates accurate and intelligent forecasting and
planning so that such demands can be anticipated and
timely provision made to meet them.Conversely,the Autono
mous Port of Cotonou can exert a great influence on other
sectors of economic and industrial activities.Thus,there
are two aspects and levels to the planning problem:that
which relates to the interaction between the location,ca
pacities and so on of port facilities needed to meet
and/or influence the national,socio-economic development
programmes and policies and secondly,that which relates
to the more detailed aspects of planning the lay-out of
facilities and provisions of the services needed by the
former i.e to provide for the requirements of national,
planning policies as well as to anticipate and meet
changes in demands.

17
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The twentieth century will be over in 13 years ,a new
century will begin and it is presently necessary for the
port authorities to take decisions and to choose the
investments which will represent their planning .The
century change and a fortiory the millenary change induce
to considerations and this permanent concern about
strategy for the forthcoming years is the share of
anybody in charge of development.
The twentieth century beginning,with the successive
techno1ogica1 revolutions ^must lead the Autonomous Port
of Cotonou to be competitive as to its services.
Under the pressure of increasing traffic levels,
experienced over the last few years ,the need to extend
the existing port has become apparent and inevitable for
the Autonomous Port of Cotonou.
Works started in March 1979 will make it possible, on
completion (during 1981), to almost double the present
capacity of the port. But the extension of the existing
port is not enough as to the efficiency of the port-The
extension can be or is a, prerequisite of it.
In fact, speaking in terms of strategy one might go
through its technical
However, in so far as
tackle the problem to
point of view because

and managerial sides.
our study is concerned, I will
a great extent from the technical
the efficiency and the productivity

of any port come first from its infrastruture.
Nevertheless, it can happen or it does happen that a port
having sophisticated equipment with b ^ planning arrange
ments is inefficient and non competitive.
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THE CHARACtERIBTICB THE AUTONOMOUB PORT OF
COTONOU IB BUPPOBED TO HAVE

The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is not an entity in itself
and cannot exist in a vacuum.lt is a nodal point and
vital link in the tatal transport chain and essentilly a
provider of services and facilities to many users who
have many and various needs.
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is,thus,subject to demands
for services and facilities from a wide variety of
sources each calling for,and expecting,their own
particular need to be catered for in the most expeditional and cheapest manner possible.lt is, therefore,in a
position of having to be reactive to demand.This,of cour
se ,necessitates accurate and intelligent forecasting and
planning so that such demands can be anticipated and
timely provision made to meet them.Conversely,the Autono
mous Port of Cotonou can exert a great" influence on other
sectors of economic and industrial activities.Thus,there
are two aspects and levels to the planning problem;that
which relates to the interaction between the location,ca
pacities and so on of port facilities needed to meet
and/or influence the national,socio-economic development
programmes and policies and secondly,that which relates
to the more detailed aspects of planning the lay-out of
facilities and provisions of the services needed by the
former i.e to provide for the requirements of national,
planning policies as well as to anticipate and meet
changes in demands.
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2.1.1

EQUIPPED PORT

Over the last 25 years,very significant changes have
taken place in world shipping.
The size of the ships has increased considerably and this
will certainly continue in the future.But more obvious
will the change in the structure of the world liner ton
nage be which will take place and which has already taken
place in the last 10 years .
There is a clear trend in liner shipping away from the
conventional liner ,which can be used universal ly,towards
new systems where the cargo is unitised either in
containers ,or trailers,in LASH-barges Cl),in unit loads
etc.
Port operations in developing countries are subject to
two main influences.One,which could be categorised as
internal,is the result of being a product of its environ
ment. It is an acknowledged fact that the West and Central
African countries form a port association about some
years ago the so-called "The Ministerial Conference of
West and Central African States".This association is at
present striving to become an effective and meaningful
body although it is felt that the subregion is perhaps
too large embracing as it does all countries from Mauri
tania to Zaire and involving two languages.Thus, the
social,economic and political environment of the port's
hinterland has a significant impact on the philosophy
underlying the port's management and development as well
as its operation.The other influence,which would be clas
sify as external,stems from the fact that a major portion
of its users,the shipping lines, are still by far owned ,
operated and managed by individuals or corporations in
mature developed economies despite the considerable
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inroad that is being made by developing countries in
shipping
A port is often defined as a link between two different
forms of transport.lt is an interface of sea and land
transport .Developing countries ,however,consciously or
un consciously,tend to have a more embracing concept of
the role of a port.
In many instances, the port is the first contact between
the developing countries and the outside world.There is a
tendency for the developing countries to develop the
ports as an expression of their national pride or
prestige.In a case of a wealthy developing' country this
is reflected in the massive port development that bears
little relation to the need for such a development.For
the less fortunate developing country,it is becoming
increasingly clear that the port is being used as an
important instrument of economic policy to promote trade.
The rapid growth of industrialisation all over the world
has caused a tremendous change in the ■'world shipping sce
ne .
Technical operational investments in ports are resulting
mainly from changes in shipping,and not vice versa.Ports
themselves normally do not give incentives for the intro
duction of new transportation systems to succeed by flex
ible adjustment and adaptation to the systems.
In principle,the reactions of the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou to the challenge of shipping must result princi
pally from:
—the increase in the volume of seaborne trade
-the increasing size of the vessels .
-the development of transportation systems,including the
combination of different kinds of maritime transport.
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-the development of new special trades.
—the changing requirements as to limits of time in ship
ping (increased port speed)-.
Modern port development planning starts much easier than
the design of structures,selection of suitable
construction materials,and the estimating of the costs.
At the outset an appraisal has to be made of the ships to
be accommodated.Is it to be designed for deep draft tan
kers or carriers,large passenger ships,or can the channel
depth,turning basin,and dockside berths be held to dimen
sions of general cargo carriers of lesser size? Can por
tions of the port be designed for smaller coasters or
fishing fleets,or other comparatively shallow draft ves
sels?
These questions are best answered only from a calculated
projection of the future traffic to be served ,the nature
if not the volume.The following figures(5 and 6) can give
you a general overview of the volume of traffic from and
to the Autonomous Port of Cotonou (1)The above mentioned figures.are self-explanatory and show
quite d eary that there is an increasing traffic genera
ted by the Autonomous Port of Cotonou in terms of
volume.This situation can also mean that there is a great
deal of vessels calling at the Autonomous Port of Coto
nou. A quick look at the following figures <7 & 8) giving
us the number of ships which had been calling at the port
and their waiting times.

(1)SOURCE:Annual statistics of the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou ,page 3 Edition 1985 &19S6
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Figure 8 shows that the number of ships calling at the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou is increasing.Consequently,port facilities are to be provided so as to meet the new
requirements.
As we go along ,we will try to give an approach to the
problem which cannot be seen in our view as a dilemma
Before starting the the equipment of the Autonomous Port
of Cotonou one might analyse its position because an
appraisal of the basic strategic position of a port in
reference to serving a hinterland ,or serving a trans
shipment trade between other countries is necessary.
As mentioned earlier,at present ,other countries of the
hinterland ,such as Mali,Niger and Burkina Fasso also
benefit ,although to a lesser degree, from the services
of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou,the geographical posi
tion of which qualifies for the description of crossroads
of the seas.
The functions which the Autonomous Port of Cotonou may be
expected to perform and the types of shipping and
commerce which may be reasonably expected to use it- ,its
master planning necessarily has to take into account the
physical capability of the proposed location .
The developing-countries are in the difficult situation
that they have to build basic port structures at a time
when maritime transport is undergoing fundamental and
rapid changes.Decision-making is therefore,subject to
considerable risks.The long life of most port structures
combined with the rapidity of innovation in maritime
transport technology at the present time creates serious
problems of resources allocation and long range program
ming of port development particularly^in West Africa
The traffic forecasts constitute the basic element for
equipment planning.The traffic forecasts will determine
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the volume of cargo to be handled as well as the types of
cargo .This,in turn will determine the number of termi
nals or berths which are to be planned.The equipment nee
ded is directly related to these terminal types which in
turn,reflect the types and volume of cargo to be handled.
As mentioned earlier ,the decision-making process is an
important stage as to the equipment.Implementing the
decision-making process requires full co-operation bet
ween the engineering and the operational departments;this
is a golden rule.
Without a precise description duty set out by the final
user,the operation manager,the equipment will not be best
suited to the needs.This information will be supplied to
the equipment management to ensure the best choice of
plant .Besides,close co-operation between the operator
and the engineer is therefore essential before the tender
is publ ished .The assistance' from manufacturers who can
best present the technical performances of the equipment
is welcome.lt does,however,mean that the local management
must evaluate the present and the future operational pat
tern, the local maintenance,repair and driver characteri
stics in order to select the most appropriate type of
equipment for the local needs.If these needs incorporate
new functions due to recently introduced or foreseen con
tainer handling techniques,then the operation and the
engineering managers should consult the manufacturers as
to how to best respond to this new duty.
By saying that the Autonomous Port of Cotonou is an
equipped port,it does not mean automatically that the
equipment is to be of highly competitive standard.
Whatever the duty to be performed,certain basic rules
must be applied before deciding on thp- purchase of
equipment.
It is an acknowledged fact that the Autonomous Port of
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Cotonou is not well equipped and so as to be competitive
and efficient it must have a minimum equipment.
The engineering and operatinoal department in purchasing
equipment are to avoid highly sophisticated equipment ,in
other words,highly sophisticated equipment should only be
introduced if adequate back-up facilities are provided.
Such back-up equipment includes highly trained drivers
and operators,highly trained mechanics,adequate
preventive maintenance,fully equipped repair facilities,
spare parts etc.'
An equipped port is not self-sufficient owing to the fact
that spare parts are needed and must always be available,
otherwise the immobilisation effect tends-to cumulate .
Spare parts should be ordered with new equipment and
calculated to last until new orders replenish the stock.
It is to be mentioned here that the spare parts stockcan
only be controlled if there is a systematic control
system of consumption.
With the equipment,training in all equipment fields is
another basic rule.The more sophisticated the equipment,
the more intensive the training.Therefore,as far as. the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou is concerned,it is advisable
not to have too sophisticated equipment due to the absen
ce of training school on -the-spot.The only training
school, located in Abidjan (IVOIRY COAST )is not capable
of training many students and above all if we know that
since 1982 no seafarer has attended the said school
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2 .1 .1 .1 .

APPROPRIATE PLANNING AS A PREREQUISITE FOR

EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT OPERATING
The principal objective for optimum equipment operation
is to minimize cost through maximum standardisation and
highest quality equipment purchases.These two elements
intervene right from the planning stage and their effects
are felt throughout the life-span of the equipment.If low
quality,highly diversified equipment is choosen and ope
rating costs will arise.Hence,it is important right from
the start to ascertain what type of equipment is
needed,and standardise into the best quality capable of
providing essential product support
2.1.1.1.1.
Changing

STANDARDISATION OF EQUIPMENT

ships and cargo demands,particularly in the

general cargo trades require port operators to act
accordingly.
The impact of technological innovations in the shipping
industry has also affected ports in developing countries.
The key—question for the decision-makers of the Autono
mous Port of Cotonou must be how specialised facilities
for handling containers,Ro/Ro,general cargo and breakbulk
ships be provided without too high investment costs and
by utilising certain parts of existing facilities?
The answer to this question is quite simple.As stated
before,we must take into account the fact that with
sophisticated equipment we can assist to a low volume of
traffic leading thus to a decrease in .the balance of
payment.Whenever possible,successive equipment plans
should try to standardize equipment.Very often,ports
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operate many different makes of the same type of
equipment because successive purchases have not tried to
standardise,or because the cheapest equipment was choosen
at that time;this means that those ports end up running
small numbers of different makes,all needing separate
tools,separate spare parts.Co-ordination of equipment
makes should be made for each type of machine,taking into
account the range of each manufacturer's products for
which components can be obtained from local sources.The
most reliable makes and the types of equipment most adap
ted to local operating conditions can be obtained through
a process of testing new equipment of different makes
prior to placing the order
Another important and decisive factor concerns then
the quality of the equipment.The Autonomous Port of Coto
nou authorities in their decision-making must consider
the quality of the equipment .This brings us to the fun
damental notion of a basic cost/benefit analysis of
equipment planning.lt has often beevi observed that intitutional measures tend to award purchase contracts to be
lowest bidder without taking into account the esseatial
quality factor .
Cheap-priced equipment is invariably offered by manufac
turers who provide poor back-up services such as trai
ning, spares etc.Poor quality equipment means an initial
low capital outlay,and future rapidly increasing main
tenance and repair costs.This is, indeed,valid in the
bset case when spares are available;in the worst case,such poor quality plant is often discarded before the
normal economic life-span and therefore,amortization
period has expired,leading to a complete breakdown of
equipment.
For the Autonomous Port of Cotonou,with a limited capital
and without any subsidy from the government since the
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last few years,one might suggest the adaption of a policy
which consists in adjusting the existing port facilities
to requirements of modern traffic.
Experience gained in many ports in the world shows that
modernisation in a port normally starts by using the
available conventinoal cargo areas or partially converted
dock regions for modern cargo handling.
It remains true that for instance,the erection of wharves
is the most expensive factor in port infrastructure which
leads to the conclusion that existing quay walls should
be utilised as extensively as possible.Of course,if a
port manager finds himself in the situation of the Auto
nomous Port of Cotonou where he has to work wiht port
facilities of his forefathers' time going back some
years,he can do almost nothing.Another justification for
the reliability of old port facilities might the present
and rather new opinion of the shipping world that we can
not expect considerable changes in vessel size design.
2.1.1.2.

PLANNING AND DECISION s"t AGES.

As mentioned earlier,the Autonomous Port of Cotonou can
be considered as a multi-purpose terminal since its
extension in 1982.
In order to fulfil and accomplish its tasks,it must have
the required equipment so as to meet the demands of the
worldwide shipping industry.lt is an acknowledged fact
that on a modern cargo terminal with a great amount of
mechanical equipment the performance of cargo operation
and other activities that rely on the use of modern hand
ling techniques is affected by the type of equipment
used. If the wrong equipment for a specj.fic job is used
the maximum output will not be achieved.In this respect,we are not going discuss about the equipment itself on
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the one hand we are going to deal with the constructions
within the port area on the other hand.
As regards the equipment,one might state that there are
two levels of decision—making in the selection of cargo
handling equipment.The first one involves the inntial
purchase of equipment and the second one the complete
solution of the significant problem of maintenance and
repair Cl).
Everybody knows that in some ports the purchasing of
equipment is very often not dependent on the quality of
gear but on personal relationship with somebody who has
no idea of port operation.This kind of fact is to be
avoided in future and mainly in developing countries.The
refore, the stevedoring company (OBEMAP) whic has to pur
chase equipment should insist on testing forklifts procu
red from several makers in order to get experience with
the machines before making a purchase.During the testing
phase,the equipment can be examined from the pratical
side and given to the workshop in order to study the con
dition of maintenance and repair under the supervision of
engineers.As concerns the Autonomous Port of Cotonou it
appears that the workshop is not within the port area. It
is then a waste of time if the maintenance and repair are
to take place outside the port area.It is advisable for
the port authorities to think over the situation and to
try to find a workshop layout within the port area.
Coming back to the equipment,once choosen or selected and
the order for delivery placed,the contract between port
and maker should contain a guarantee for delivery of spa
re parts within a certain period of time .In any case.

CDHANS LUDWIG Berth,Port Management Textbook Containeri
sation page.
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decisions on selection of forklifts might not be made
only by engineers.In my view,for the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou at the most two different makers can intervene in
order to maintain a competitive factor.This will be espe
cially fruitful in case of spare parts supply,
four essential factors have to be considered when purcha
sing equipment.
2.1.1.2.1.

THE RELIABILITY OF THE EQUIPMENT

High utilisation is important fo the operating costs of
equipment.If equipment experiences a large downtime the
costs of operation will rise.Equipment breakdown will
result in interruptions to cargo handling operations and
idle time for the cranes.
2.1.1.2.2.

THE MAINTENANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT

Directly related to reliability is the cost of maintenan
ce and repair and the availability of "spare parts.Equip
ment which is difficult or expensive to maintain must be
avoided because this will add to the operating costs.
The maintenance records of

A

maker for a given duty must

be consulted before making investment decisions.If new
machinery appears on the market it is good practice to
ask the producer for a test machine which is not only
tested by the quay people during running operations but
which is also inspected by the terminal workshop people
and tested with respect to the design features which
reduce the need for maintenance or,if maintenance is
necessary,enable good accessibility to help reduce costs
Maintenance of equipment which is out of action is expen
sive and the costs will finally be passed on in higher
cargo handling costs,endangering the ability to work
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under competitive conditions.

2.1.1.2.3.

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT

Before the initial purchase of equipment it must be ensu
red that the equipment is of the right capacity, speed,lifting force,and manoeuvring characteristics for the
type of work involved.Working on board in the holds will
call for other characteristics than equipment which is
used only on the quay apron and in the quay shed.
Also related to the performance is the influence of safe
ty and the driver's comfort on the choice of equipment.
Especially in developing countries it must meet the
international safety regulations and factors such as
visibility,position of seat and overhead guards,protec
ting the driver from falling objects
2.1.1.2.4.

THE PRICE OF THE EQUIPMENT

One further essential factor influencing the initial
selection of equipment is the price.Many operation-mana
gers will agree that the investment costs for newly
established types of equipment should figure rather low
on the list of priorities in the decision process.The
decision-makers should be aware that a relatively high
investment in the beginning for a certain type of equip
ment with proven reliability and not too sophisticated
clear operation features will lead to considerable
savings in future running costs.
2.1.1.3.

THE MULTI-PURPOSE TERMINAL CONCEPT

One of the best ways for the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
to come to terms with the new technologies in general
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cargo handling within the constraints which the economic
development of developing countries impose is the provi
sion of a multi- purpose terminal which incorporates
modern handling methods and is based on advanced manage
ment techniques.The key—words to guide the development of
such a multi-purpose terminal are flexibility and effi
ciency. In fact,the Autonomous Port of Cotonou can be con
sidered as a multi-purpose terminal according towhat has
been mentioned earlier.But the management and the equip
ment do not meet the requirements of such a multi-purpose
terminal.
We will base our analysis on some proposals as to the
berths,the apron the quay sheds,the open air storage,the
access roads,the office building and the terminal area
itself.
The basic advantage of a multi-purpose terminal is its
ability to handle a great variety of cargo in an effi
cient manner.The form of these cargoes can change fairly
rapidly,especially in view of structural changes in modes
of transportation.This is the main rea'^son for proposing
this type of terminal.This also includes the possibility
of adapting the terminal quickly and without any conside
rable additional investment to whatever the future traf
fic mix may become.Thus,the multi-purpose terminal pre
sents considerable advantages which are best expressed in
quantitative terms.
The general lay-out of the multi-purpose terminal is
determined by the length of the marginal quay and the
area which will be formed by the apron ,the covered sheds
area,the open air storage and the accessroads.
The lay-out and location of the terminal will be tackled
later on .
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2 .1 .1 .3 .1 .

NUMBER OF BERTHS

The loading and unloading of ships have long been severe
bottlenecks for seaborne trade.If the width of a port
cannot be further extented,how can capacity match demand
as trade continues to grow?
The solution found is to increase the number of berths
within a given width of a port area.The calculation of
the number of berths depends upon the average quantity of
handled cargo per ship call and the productivity per com
modity and day.
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1.1.3

THE APRON

The apron does not only serve as an operation field for
fori ifts and other cargo moving equipment but also as a
buffer during discharging or loading operation between
shed and ship.It must also be used as a temporary storage
area for restorage of cargo and other short-term storing
goods in the vicinity of the vessel.
According to experience in many ports in the world the
width of the apron should range between 30 and 50m.
■2.1.1.3.3.

THE QUAY SHEDS

Since most of the cargo in new bulk trade has to be
transported by forklifts with a lifting capacity ranging
fr'om 5 to 10 tons it can be calculated that the runways
in a shed must be between 5 -to 8 m wide.Theref ore, it can
be calculated that 30 to 50% of the shed area must be
used for forklifts runways.The runways for heavy fork
lifts remain the same size whether a sjied is small or
wide resulting in the fact that the wider a shed is the
more favourable is the ratio between shedroom which can
be used for storage of goods,and the necessary runways
for forklifts .Therefore,the depth of the shed should be
about 100 m whereas the length depends upon the berth
conditions.On the rear side of the quayshed there should
be at least a 10 m wide working area for forklifts loa
ding road vehicules and additionally a truck parking zone
of 3 m where the road vehicules stand while they are
being loaded by or discharged by forklifts.
2.1.1.3.4.

THE OPEN AIR STORAGE

This area can either be situated at both ends of the
quayshed or behind the rear side of it as it is the case
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in the Atonomous Port of Cotonou.In the latter case the
transportation of cargo between ship and the open air
storage should not be performed by forklifts because the
distance is far enough.For that operation ,tractors and
trailors could be used in order to cover the greater
distance.
2.1.1.3.5.

THE ACCESS ROADS

The access roads leading the traffic to and from the ter
minal and which run along the rear side of the quayshed
should be a three lane road <10,50 m).One lane can serve
as parking area for trucks waiting for discharging or
loading at the quayshed or on the open air storage area.
Additional parking slots for private motor cars must also
be provided.
2.1.1.3.6.

THE OFFICE BUILDING

The office building which is attached to the shed buil
ding must contain office room for the terminal manage
ment,social facilities for the labourers and possbly some
rooms for customers like shipbrokers,and forwarding
agents.Because of the demarcation of work between land
and ship owing to the fact that a separate stevedoring
company Cl) provides handling facilities additional
social facilities should be provided for those people in
the shed buiIding.Maintenance and repair workshops should
be situated apart from the shed and the storage areas at
a place where they do not cover areas,which are better
used for cargo handling.

Cl)Office Beninois de Manutention PortuaireCOBEMAP)

2.1.1.3.7.

THE TERMINAL AND ITS FACILITIES

The development of world trade and containerisation have
resulted in and will continue to cause new construction
and major extensions of ports and terminals.A11 these
expansion activities involve considerable human and
financial resources from a variety of disciplines at
various levels with many interested parties such as ship
pers ,shipping lines,port planners,terminal operators,eng
ineering bodies,contractors etc.
As mentioned earlier, the need for an extension of the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou was recognised in 1979 as a
reslut of the continously increasing volume of traffic
handled-increasing due to the fact that the Autonomous
Port of Cotonou serves as a transit port to the
landlocked countries above mentioned.
It would be then imperative for the pcfrt authorities or
port planners to use qualitative models as exploration
media to gain insight into the complex reality and to
assure a proper decision-making process.
Systems analysis and operational research techniques are
most suitable for investigating the key-elements in port
and terminal faci1ities:quay wall length,number of cranes
and required storage area etc.Thereafter,secondary
answers about utilisation rates,waiting times and sensi
tivity to breakdown will determine handling system demand
and equipment designs.lt is strongly recommended that all
decisions in civil engineering be made by a multi-dis
ciplinary team with a systems approach.This new philoso
phy in facilities design will improve operational perfor
mance against reduced annual costs.
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When considering the construction of a new container ter
minal, or any other port terminal which is to be efficient
and competitive until well into the 21 century,innumerab
le factors influencing the final outcome need considera
tion..The majority of the factors have a close interrela
tionship with others,hence the need for a system
approach( See Fig. 9 ).
With so many factors to be taken into account it must
never be forgotten that the principal aim of all efforts
is to achieve a financially sound and economically fea
sible operation.
The.main items governing these objectives are the follo
wing :
a-assessment of external environment
b-definition of objectives and goals
c-identification of critical issues
d—development of alternative solutions and selection of
an optional strategy
e-allocation of resources to implement the agreed strate
gy-

Assessing the external environment,the starting point of
the strategic planning cycle seeks to answer questions
relating to events,situations or trends that will or
might happen in the next five to ten years.
Thd second step is fundamental:define objectives and
goals.Like many steps in planning,it is easier said than
done,particularly when confronted with changes in exter
nal environment.
By definition,critical issues are those conditions or
pressures that if not dealt with could severly affect the
organisation and the business activities in which it is
engaged.Such items may include tolerable interest
rates,economical and environmental trade-offs and labour
situations.
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The development of alternative strategies is paramount,however,proper project management can direct the planning
process towards the critical issues resulting in a limi
ted number of alternatives with selection criteria for
the final choice of strategy.
The final step, the eventual goal,is the allocation of
financial and human resources necessary to implement the
approved strategy.
Much has been written and will continue to be written
about the changes taking place in shipping,particularly
in the container trade,both as to vessel size and type,
all" of which having a direct bearing on port and terminal
design and operational requirements.The impact of the
large RooRo type vessel on the ocean trade is another
factor.
Bearing in mind the rapid changes which have taken place
in this area in the past decade,the ships of the future
could be vastly different to those now operating.As a
consequence,future vessels development will influence
port water depth,quay wall length and <lesign , fendering,
traffic control systems and other aids to navigation.Ont?
might have to notice that industrial changes can affect a
container terminal. It is, therefore, essential that a
terminal planner maintain close touch with industry in
order to be able to anticipate future changes in
worldwide transportation systems and handling
technology.As far as the planning of a terminal is
concerned,some areas are to be taken into account such as
land availabi1ity,terminal location and infrastucture.lt
is not always realised that one of the major impacts of
containerisation is the large land area necessary for
effective operations.Coupled with the continued expansion
of the traffic,existing and new terminals will face major
problems in this area.The movement of heavy traffic in
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and out of terminals can also present severe
infrastuctural problems,both to traffic flows and the
construction and maintenance of roads,rai1roads and
inland waterways.lt is also important that the local
conditions, Ci.e water depth at quay,quay design,surface
design,utilities,lighting systems,buiIding ) are observed
during the start of facilities engineering.
2.1.1.3.7.1.

OPERATIONS WITHIN THE TERMINAL

On the one hand the short and long term objectives and on
the other hand flexiblity are the major aspects in this
field.
With a principal requirement to turn vessels around as
speedly as possible and to provide efficient and rapid
service to its customers any terminal to remain effective
must have sufficient built in flexibility both in physic
al planning and organisation to accept rapid changes in
situations and volume.
2.1.1-.3‘.7.2V
A key-factor

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

in efficiency in any terminal is the selec

tion of suitable ,reliable equipment and modes of opera
tion. As mentioned earlier,the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
has at its disposal one tyred mobile quayside crane .No
doubt,there is a shortage of equipment .It is obvious
that the infrastructure of a terminal must take into con
sideration the required operational system flexibility
together with the available equipment.Of course,this can
mean large initial investments,but these invsetments must
be weighed against the results (maintenance costs) to be
expected in the future.lt is,therefore,advisable to in
clude a financial expert in the multi-disciplinary team
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responsible for the project planning.
No doubt,for the Autonomous Port of Cotonou ,large ini
tial investments in this field would be a dangerous game
as far as we are aware that Shipping is very risky.
One might suggest an efficient and effective operation
system within the terminal that the Autonomous Port -of
Cotonou provides with a great deal of forklift trucks
knowing that forklift trucks are attrative from an opera
tional and maintenance point of view.
2.1.1.3.7.3.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Efficient operations require high-quality communication
systems.As with equipment,choice of systems requires
close liaison with other sectors of the terminal
operation and within the port prior to selection.
2.1.1.3.7.4.

SELECTION OF CONTAINER TERMINAL
LOCATION

A suitable location for the instalment of a terminal
facility should fulfil the following four principal
requirements:
a-adequate land availability
b-safe and easy approach for today's and future vessel
sizes
c-protected berths
d-suitable infrastructure,particularly in respect of rail
and road access and connections to inland waterways.
It is important when planning for a container terminal to
spread the planning over many years due to new technolo
gy. It does happen that the previous location of a termi38

nal does not permit the extension of existing
facilities.The eloquent example was in Botany Bay,(AUS
TRALIA) where inland extension of existing facilities
was almost impossible.The only way to construct a termi
nal was to choose a site outside SIDNEY and then build
impressive concrete structures for quay walls and founda
tions all over a completly new harbour site,which had to
be protected by a massive breakwater construction.
Nowadays,there is a growing awareness of the fact that
port development is strongly supplied by the existence of
sound inland connections.Ports should preferably be
connected directly to major inland road systems providing
sufficient width and axle load capacity.Therefore,it is
important for Benin to develop inland road systems
connecting Burkina Fasso, Niger,and Mali.For instance,out
of 105A km only 819 km are asphalt roads
It is to be also noticed that the continious
crossing of old city centers is a growing disadvantage
for port development.
^
When it comes to railways,it is merely the management
approach of railrocid companies that determines the suc
cess of rail connections.In this respect, it is imperati
ve that the "Office des Chemins de Fer Benin-Niger"(1)
seeks to bring many changes as to its management.lt did
happen that many goods in transit for Niger did spend
many days in warehouses-situation which did lead to cong—
setion within the warehouses.
Regarding the lay-out it should not be overlooked that
once a terminal site has been found adequate to meet the
requirements,the planners must immediatly investigate
further expansion possibilities and should avoid rigid
obstacles to future growth.
(1)Railways company in Benin,which is a joint venture
between Benin and Niger
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The major elements in lay-out planning are as follows:
a-possibi1ities for operational flexibility even if ope
rating system comes to change,
b-total storage capacity
c—dimensions of roads for internal and external traffic
and demands of handling equipment traffic
d-drainage and sewerage systems
e-lighting system
f-buiIdings
g-cable plans
Besides,a good terminal surface is required to distribute
the loads from equipment and cargo to a ground level with
sufficient bearing capacity.This requirement can be ful
filled through proper consideration of the sub-soil and
a good selection of foundation materials and pavement
The main purpose of a terminal is to handle cargo to and
from the various means of transport .Any deviation from
the main activities is considered disturbing and could
lead to operational delays.So the buildings necessary to
execute the container operations are no exception.to this
rule.lt is,therefore,of prime importance to consider the
location of the buildings very carefully.In addition,the
possibilities of future extensions should be borne in
mind
Port planners have to bear in mind that an operational
building should be located:
-as close as possible from the area of main activities,
i.e. the quay
—as remote as possible from the area of main activities
in order to least disturb the operations
-so as to provide a good all-round viev of all activities
-close to the working areas to avoid overlong lunch and
coffee breaks
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On the other hand,a maintenance workshop will have para
meters different from those of an operational building.
It should be :
a-as close as possible to the equipment
b-not obstructing the operations
c-suitable for a variety of equipment
d-capable of future expansion
In order to reach an agreement with the customs about the
use of a facility, every terminal will have to provide a
good security fence to prevent pilferage
For safety on the terminal itself,fencing is needed to
protected the employees working on the terminal against
injury by the large variety of equipment in use on the
terminal grounds so so far we know that equipment does
not usually cause minor injiries.For this reason it is
absolutely essential to provide adequate measures to pre
vent accidents which are mostly fatal ones.In installing
these necessary facilities on a container terminal, it is
possible to integrate them with the environmental
control.In this way safety can be further promoted
2.1.2.

COMPETITIVE PORT

Everywhere the fundamental objective of port operation
must be the same:the quick efficient dispatch of vessels
and a rapid,safe and economic flow of cargo
Even in the more advanced economies of North America and
Europe,with all the advantages of gradual port improve^
ment,great technical experience and availability of capi^
tal,the objective is not easily achieved
It is clear,however,that the port planner is likely to
play a critical role in the total dev^opment process and
his decisions cannot therefore be lightly made,or isola^
ted from the broader considerations of national economic
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policy.
Between 1946 and the present time West Africa's port
capacity increased from 7 to nearer 90 million tons a
year Cl !>.
Shipping as an international industry has been establi
shed,during the last one hundred and thirty seven years
through internationalism and free competition which were
the corner stone of the specialisation of the industrial
European countries marine transportation.As a result of
having all the ports of the world opened to all ships,the
different ships are competing for the carrying of the
world trade .
In adopting the system of liner trade,the shipowners are
in search of equipped ports so as to enable their ships
not to fritter their time away owing to,for instance,congestion problems,the lack of cargo storage,receipt and
dispatch system,many administrative formalities such as
custom clearance.
In my opinion,the Autonmous Port of Cotonou can try to be
competitive in the subregion of West Africa if the port
authorities and the decision-makers come to think atout
the following.
2.1.2.1.

EFFECTS OF A SHORTAGE OF STORAGE AREAS

It remains true that congestion in storage areas has two
effects zeither ships discharging will have to be slowed
down or cargo will have to follow an alternative,more
costly route,i.e.discharged first into a barge and later
discharged from the barge into storage once space has
become available.
Cl)
Proceedings of The Fourtheenth Conference of The
International Association of Ports & Harbors .Ed;85 p.l3
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The first alternative will increase ship turn-round time,
the second will certainly increase the costs of cargo
hand ling.If for example, demand for shed space exceeds
the intrinsic capacity,it is necessary to
-improve the holding capacity
or decrease the cargo transit time
-or both
2.1.2.2.

FACTORS

AFFECTING

HOLDING

CAPACITY

Owing to the fact that the Autonomous Port

of Cotonou has

a limited number of shed space,spacecould

be

used

more effectively by:
—a systematic shed lay-out with clearly defined bays

much
and

gangways.
-well defined working rules 'for how high and how careful
ly to stack and under what conditions;when to use loa
ding boards or block stow;where to put fast and slow
moving cargo.
■"
-good handling and stacking equipment
-a shed labour force sufficient to keep up with the quay
side operation,including making sure that movement of
cargo is never slowed down for lack of tallymen.
Port managers should apjareciate that the operation of
a transit shed in the po^rt is more difficult than that
of a normal warehouse and requires strong management
control.Shed

planning to respond to the latest informa

tion on cargo expected,taking into account the widely
varying cargo characteristics,and careful control of
shifting,sorting and consolidating of cargo as delivery
proceeds,is an area of port operations where ports could
benefit by placing more emphasis.
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2.1.2.3. FACTORS AFFECTING THE TIME CARGO SPENDS TRANSIT

The second factor affecting the intrinsic capacity of
stores is the amount of time cargo spends in them.This
can be measured on a sampling basis,but it is not enough
to measure only the average transit time;the distribution
of transit times should also be determined.One can state
that import cargoes tend to spend longer in storage than
exports specially in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou.
This situation can be attributed to the fact that on the
one hand it is merely one or two consignees who are slow
and on the other hand whose customs clearance require
ments are particularly heavy.Genera1ly speaking,there can
be many other reasons behind this situation.These reasons
are customs delays and delay's caused by failure of the
receiver to collect promptly.
2.1.2.3.1.

CUSTOMS DELAYS

These include delays in the lodgement of customs entries
by the receiver of cargo or his agent,delays in the phy
sical examination of the cargo where the customs organi
sation deems this necessary,and disputes between the
receiver and the customs authority on the amount of duty
payable.The solution to some of these problems lies out
side the responsibility of the port authorities.
Nevertheless,regular discussion of the problem at mee
tings among the port authorities,the customs authirities
and shipping agents could lead to a reduction in customs
delays which,in turn reduce the competitiveness of any
port.For instance as from J a n u a r y ,1988,the European
Economic Community is to implement a new single adminis
trative customs document for trade between its menber
states.Simultaneously,it

will
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introduce

a

new customs

tariff

based

2.1.2.3.2,

on

a

worldwide

harmonised

system

Cl).

DELAYS CAUSED BY FAILURE OF THE RECEIVER
TO COLLECT PROMPTLY

Most ports have a short period,frequently

a

week,during

which no storage charges are payable.The case of the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou falls under this umbrella.
After expiry of this free period (laytime ) a storage
charge is made and the weekly chargeincreases for each
additonal day that cargo is left in store.
One might argue that one of the reasons for which

recei

vers fail to collect promptly is that the charge for sto
rage in the port is sometimes less than receivers would
have to pay elsewhere.
Port storage is therefore,treated as cheap warehousing.
In fact,this kind of situation is to be avoided in future
because cargoes which fail to be delivered promptly
effectively reduce the capacity of the store for dealing
with the cargo of later ships.This will oblige the port
authorities to incur additional costs and perhaps also
reduce the potential berth throughout.Where storage space
is in short supply,therefore,as it is in the Autonomous
Port of Cotonou,charges should be applied for storage so
as to discourage receivers from using port storage as a
warehouse.

(1)SOURCE:Containerisation

International.

page B2.
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2.1 .2 4.

THE USE OF A CENTRAL WAREHOUSE

One way of increasing storage space within the Autonomous
Port of Cotonou is to have a warehouse to which cargo
from

any

transit store can be moved at times of conges

tion. This policy could have many advantages such as;
a-cargo can be moved from any berth under pressure so
that the excess capacity necessary at each berth can be
kept to a minimum
b-cargo can be moved between transit stores
house during temporary lulls in the demand
thus,costs do not need to be as high as the
mefnt from the ship to a central store might

and the ware
for labour;initial movebe .

c-the location of the warehouse can be chosen to give low
operating costs and good landward access
d—the organisation of the warehouse can be geared to
longer standing cargo ,which often comprises consignments
in poor condition which tend to end

upi

using

excessive

transit shed space
e—security can be better organised than in a transit shed
which must be opned day and

night

for

ship

and

truck

work.
As a conclusion to that paragraph,one might say that the
competitiveness of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou lies on
the fact that the port authority is to measure its per
formance from time to time and that because of the foi
ling reasons:
-port managers need to know whether the service they
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are

giving to their customers and the way in which they are
using their facilities to provide it,are getting better
or worse;they can then adjust their operating policies
accordingly.
—port planners need to know whether there are trends
which need a change in the quantity of berth facilities.
Expert-advisers need to be able to make valid comparison
with other ports they are familiar with so that they can
identify policies and practices which are in need of
improvement.In that particular point I would like to sug
gest a policy of free port adopted by TOGO and which is
indeed,very successful.A free port will be dealt with
later on .
All these different needs can be satisfied by performance
indicators.There will be many of these ,because a port is
a

complex

organisation

and
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it

cannot

be

judged

by

only one or two figures.Performance indicators can be
used either continously or at a point in time,and these
two approaches serve differnt purposes.If performance
gets worse this is a bad thing, no matter how it compares
with others .The performance indicators must be able
a-to show how productivity facilities are used so
planners can plan when extra facilities arwe needed

that

b-to show how extensively facilities are used so that
planners can plan when extra facilities are needed
c-to show the quantity of service given to the shipowners
d-to show the quality of service given to the shippres.
Another performance indicator is that of berth occupancy.
Berth occupancy taken by itself is a particular dangerous
basis for decision-making.This is firstly because high
berth occupancy can be either a good thing or a bad
thing;good,if ships lie at berth when they want to,paying
dues and with no other ships waiting;bad,if there is no
flexibility to use the right berth for the right ship
because there is always a queue.Secondly,reducing berth
occupancy can be the result of eithe-r good or bad poli
cies; good, if it is due to faster working;bad if it is due
to higher costs sending ships to another port.
2.2.

HOW TO IMPROVE THE PRODUCTIVITY

The productivity or output of a given port can be
ded

regar

as the result of its efficiency and the work done by

its management body.
The emphasis will be put on the traffic management and
some considerations will be devoted to the administrative
point of view of it .
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2 .2 .1 .

GOOD MANAGEMENT AND EFFICIENCY

Although each country has its own character,there are
features which are common to developing countries.These
features,have a significant impact on the course of deve
lopment of their ports and the manner in which thy are
operated,ares
a-a shortage of managerial expertise
b-labour is abondant but skilled labour is difficult to
obtain
c-scarcity of capital funds available for development.
A variety of organisations are involved in the provision
of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou services,in particular
the port authority,the shipping company,the stevedoring
company,and the forwarding company.
Although the above mentioned interests may sometimes
diverge,they exist to function together and are consider
ed here as a single entity.
In many developing countries ports,throughouts are not so
high and fewer ports can hope to utilise modern
facilities efficiently.As a result of any
underutilisation of faci1ities,for example say a port
which does not handle the traffic efficiently,congestion
may occur and all traffic will suffer.The port will

then

have failed seriously in its basic role of facilitating
the flow of national external trade .
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou which is a self-governing
port controlled by an autonomous port authority,in prin
ciple, must consist of a maritime advisory committee as a
policy making body,represensenting the various interests
connected with the port ,and a permanent executive staff
led by a manager responsible for the daily port operation
The advantages of this system can be.as follows:
a-the political pressures can be reduced
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b-an independevit wider view can be taken by the port
authority in connection with the local consideration
c-with financial
independence,on
a
self-supporting
basis,the administration will look for reducing costs and
increasing efficiency by all means
d-decisions will be taken on-the-spot without

delays

or

bureaucracy
e-the port can develop outside the local territory.
On the other hand,the disadvantages can be as follows:
a-the financial self-supporting principle would make the
capital needed for development very limited
b-the co-ordination of the port's policy with the
nal plan may not be easily linked
c-this type of administration depends
managerial
abi1ity.Figure 13 shows

natio

heavily on high
how the various

components of the management board must be linked.
2.2.1.1.

AIMS OF THE PORT AUTHORITY

Two fundamental aims must be achieved ^by the port

autho

rity.
2,2.1.1.1,

THE MINIMUM

TURN-ROUND

TIME

OF

SHIPS

IN THE PORT
The port authority in BENIN must face this problem in two
phases.
At the first phase,the port authority is to operate all
the existing port facilities to obtain the full capacity.
Secondly,it must develop its capacity to absorb all trade
traffic that is passing,as well as that will pass
through the port.The total time of-iDperation of ship's
turn-round in the port is consumed by the three

sub-ope-

rations:time taken until the ship is berthed,time neededfor ship replenishment and time for any temporary repair.
The facilities of the port system servicing these three
sub-operations should be provided in the desired capacity
at the desired time and right time .The overall

capacity

of a port is equal to the capacity of the necessary faci
lities with the lowset capacity within the port.Therefore
a realistic evaluation of port capacity based on sound
judgment is a prerequisite both for attaining efficiency
from the

existing

facilities

and

for

starting

major

investment programmes.
To evaluate the Autonomous Port of Cotonou capacity in
handling volumes of cargo within a year,the required
daily dry cargo turnover rate per meter of quay in tons
in comparision with the actual daily turnover rate per
meter must be determined.
One might notice that the yearly capacity of one meter of
berth is dependent on numerous elements such as cranes,type of cargo,rate of loading and discharging,number of
working hours per day and per year,the type and tonnage
of vessels likely to enter the port,depths of port chan
nels and berths,pi lot service and navigational aids for
entering
weather

or leaving the port regardless of night time or
conditions,raiIway
operations,lorry
fleet

number,capacity of sheds and warehouses etc.
In measuring and evaluating the port productivity

the

collection of data is a prerequisite so as to be able to
follow up with appropriate programmes to optimise on port
existing facilities and to eliminate bottlenecks
carrying any new heavy investment programme.
The data which may be collected concern;
-gross gang hours productivity
-rate of berth tonnage productivity i^e.

tons of
carried from the quay to the ship and the reverse.
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before

cargo

-berth occupancy in terms of hours far each berth or
meter of berth occupied each day for working vessels.
Aids of the operational research and work study can play
an important role in helping the administration in
increasing the port capacity.
Productivity in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou needs to
be
increased
through more effective administrative
methods and by developing the quality of labour.
2.2.1.1.2.

THE
BE

AUTONOMOUS
OPERATED

ON

It is an acknowledged fact that
strong financial position so
expensive development.
As the Autonomous Port of Cotonou

PORT

OF

COTONOU

COMMERCIAL

MUST

MEASURES

a port must be in a
as to be able to face
is

a

self-supporting

commercial enterprise it should aim at providing revenue
out of working expenses,interests on loans,depreciation
of

assets,

on

a replacement cost ba''sis and taxation.lt

should provide out of revenues a margin for reserves to
meet unforseen contengencies and to help in financing
minor improvements.
In Benin,the idea of self-support is not easy to achieve,
but its value as a target is ,to generate in the port
authority the conscious of balancing expenditures with
revenues.The success in reaching that aim,of course,would
be attributed mainly to good management.
The policy of self-sufficiency implies the existence of
accurate recording methods and modern accounting tools
which may be lacking within the Autonomous Port of Coto
nou. When it comes to cost accounting system which is a
complex one,let us mention that,on the commercial prin
ciples ,charges must be levied correctly.
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In Benin,charges are higher than needed to achieve the
self-supporting principle.In determining the charges in
the port,the charges levied in other competitive ports
must be compared.For instance,statistics proved that in
port of Lome (TOGO ) the charges in the port are lower
than those within the Autonomous Port of Cotonou.As a
result , many shippers of the above mentioned

landlocked

countries even some shippres from Benin prefer to go in
transit in the port of Lome-which is a free port.It means
that the tariff policy must be reviewed because this
heavy in justified tariff may be a burden ovi the imports
and exports of the hinterland.In fact,well adjusted
charges to the actual costs would lead to the optimum
allocation of resources.The port users will pay the price
corresponding to their direct benefit from the service
given to them, instead of letting the taxpayers carry a
part as subsidy for the costs of port development.If
policy can be applied successfully,the dependence of the
port can be secured and the opportunity to modernise the
port can be achivied.lt is essential tliat port
authorities clearly identify and define their financial
objectives before preparing the port tariff.The pricing
policy is the mechanism by which the port recovers
sufficient revenues to meet financial objectives and
hence the two factors are directly related.
The Autonomous Port of Cotonou is a state- owned company
and

this

provides

and

opportunity

for governement to

establish common financial objectives.
The benefits of establishing common financial

objectives

are:
-it provides a goal or target for management to attain.This also provides a means of determining how effctive
the management and the policy of the port are
-it provides a means of comparing the performance of
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the

surrounding ports
-ensure that scarce resources are employed in the best
possible prospects from a natinoal point of view.
The financial objectives of the Autonomous Port of Coto
nou may be :
a-to maximise profits
b-to obtain a commercial or nominal rate of return on
capital invested in the port.Alternatively,this may be
expressed as a cash-flow requirement
c-to cover all capital and operating costs
d-a policy to provide some degree of direct subsidisation
for capital and operating expenditure.
There is also a need of co-ordination between the govern
ment agencies responsible for investigating shipping
services and those responsible for undertaking research
wobk in relation to port development.'
Apart from the need to formulate co-ordinated policies on
major matters,there is considerable scope for joint
research work and for the development of statistical
systems that will produce data needed ''in both sectors.
Port pricing systems should also be the subject of
discussion

joint

in order to ensure the equitable distribution

of the benefits of port improvements.
Furthermore,there is considerable scope for co-operation
at the pratical working level,where adjustments to ship
ping operations and port procedures can lead to improve
ments in the day-to-day functioning of both.
2.2.1.2.

LABOUR FORCE

The Autonomous Port of Cotonou works day and night on two
shifts,which leads to the minimisation of port facilities
In developing countries,the limited capital equipment
must ,in principle,compel the planners to use the faciliBA

I

ties as largely as possible.Therefore,the Autonomous Port
of Cotonou must work day and night on a three- shifts
basis. Work must be permitted during weekends and public
holidays if ships ask for it.
The three- shifts system would ensure much
higher
utilisation of port facilities and reduce the need for
costly capital expenditure.lt would reduce the time of
turnrounds of ships.One of the most important conditions
for the success of that system is the obligation of using
fresh labour for each shift and limiting the overtime to
two hours only.Nevertheless,this kind of system can pre
sent a burden on the port,so far we know that the manage
rial staff in most of the developing countries has an
unhealthy outlook.But this situation can be avoided if
the port is well control led,and supervised,and unless the
training key-men are in sufficient number.
2.2.1,3.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE SERVICES

The ports of the world display a diveirse pattern of cargo
handling procedures,some of which ares
-private companies undertaking all stevedoring activities
-"on board " work restricted to stevedores
-transit shed operations restricted to port authority
-port authority responsible for all cargo handling servi
ces .
The particular case of the Autoviomous Port of Cotonou
is one between two cases;a separate company is underta
king all stevedoring activities and the transit shed ope
rations are restricted to port authority.lt would be
advisable that the Autonomous Port of Cotonou and in par
ticular port authorities be responsible for all cargo
handling services because it seems that port authority's
control of cargo

handling

services
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has

the

following

advantages:
a-improved co-ordination and integration of port

activi

ties
b-improved planning which is a key-factor as

manage

to

ment
c-access to additional revenue
d-close control on charges
e-rationalisation in the use of equipmnent
f-fleKibi1ity
g-more effective commercial and marketing policy
h-avoids duplication of certain functions.
However,this kind of policy suffers from the following
disadvantages:
a-lack of competition
b-excessive demand on financial resources
of
port
authority.
Taking into account the important place of the Autonomous
Port of Cotonou in the natinal economy,it should contri
bute to minimise the transportation cost between the pro
duction side and the consumption one.The Autonomous Port
of Cotonou should present an adjustment ability to ship
sizes,contribute to reduce the ship call time,offer hand
ling equipment and carry out the handling operations for
a reasonable cost.
Knowing that goods are travelling with documents and data
sheets it is therefore,highly desirable

to

develop

the

same service quality for the documents circuit as for the
goods physical circuit.
One might state that the dicrepancy in efficiency between
both circuits may be the cause of congested ports of
Developing Countries in which the goods remain several
weeks or months,in spite of expensive investments obtai
ned with heavy loans in order to operate the ships quick
ly.
S6

To summurize5 one might say that the main targets of
the port operation department are as follows:
a-adjustment ability to ship size
b-swift ship calls
c-adjustment ability to conditioning modes.
In order to reach these targets,a Maritime Advisory Com
mittee (See Fig. 14 ) and a Port Administration Body
(See Fig. 15 ) are to be set up.
Concerning the Maritime Advisory Committee,it can be
comprised of the Minister of Equipment and Transports as
chairman,and the Director of Merchant Marine ,the Direc
tor General of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou,the Direc^
tor of Customs,the Chamber of Commerce and Industry,the
Minister of Finance,the Shipping Line,the Shippers' Coun^
cil as members.
It'appears from Fig.15 that there are

three

main

func

tions which are to be carried out.These are:
a-maintaining the fabric of the port (port engineer)
b-moving the ships

in

and

out

of

the

master)
''
c-collecting avid moving the cargo on and

port
off

(harbour
the

ships

(cargo superintendant).
Our study of strategy of port development would not be
complete without consideration of the free port concept.
In dealing with this matter,we will try to balance the
advantages and the disadvantages of a free port so as to
see whether or not the Autonomous Port of Cotonou can be
more competitive compared to that of Lome (TOGO) where
the trade is diverted nowadays.
2.2.2.

THE

ADOPTION

OF

A

STATUS

OF

FREE

PORT

Before tackling the subject itself,it would be of
great
advice and help for the following-up of this paragraph,to
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give a certain approach or definition of
port concept is.

what

the

free

Generally speaking,a free port is a small part of the
national territory remaining under full sovereignty of
the state but placed outside customs 1imits.Thus,a free
port can be designed as a duty-free area or customs-free
zone where goods of all kinds are shipp)ed,handled,stored,
and even exported to a third country without any customs
clearance or formalities.However,one might remark that
goods are still subject to other laws such as those
involving the safety and sanitary aspects of the goods.
The’ free port concept is designed to increase free or
unhindered trade as well as commercial and industrial
activities and to promote inyestment and technology
transfer.However,economic advantages of this kind can
only be fully exploited in ports providing besides an
advantageous
transport-geo'graphic location sufficient
infrastructural conditions and favourable traffic rela
tions with sales areas and supply markets.In order words
the success of a free port "is influenced by its accessi
bility to all necessary inputs and its competitive posi
tion relative to other zones in terms of the price and
quality of its services " (1).
2.2.’
2.1.

THE

CONDITIONS

DEFINING

There are four main pre-conditions which

A

FREE

define

PORT
a

free

Textbook

-Free

Port

Areas p.245
(DE.G.Frankel ,The Concept of Free Ports and
tribution.

their

Con

port.
SOURCE:C.HEIDELOFF,Port Management
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2.2.2.1.1.

DUES

Thsre should be no dues or tariffs on goods coming in
owing to the fact that a free port is regarded as a
foreign territory.If goods are reprocessed and leave the
free port area,they go abroad without having incurred any
duty at a11.If they enter the host country,they have to
be cleared at a rate determined by the regulations of
that country.
2.2.2.1.2.

TAXATION

The taxation must be lower within the free port
is outside.
When reference is made

about

taxation,one

than

might

it

think

about taxes paid by firms operating within the free port
such as warehousing and stevedoring company,a broker.
2.2.2.1.3.

REGULATION AND SELF-MANAGEMENT

There should be a lower level of regulation within the
free port.Free ports must be independently managed.The
day-to-day operations should be conducted by a free port
authority which may comprise users,business and public
representatives,and therefore,a free port should be out
side the umbrella of any political intervention.
2.2.2.2.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE AUTONOMOUS
COTONOU

WHEN

ADOPTING

SUCH

PORT
A

OF

POLICY

As any kind of business,there are sets of advantages and
disadvantages.But the results of these two elements of
the sets will depend upon their balance which will deter59

mine whether or not such a policy is to be adopted.
A quick look into a free port policy leads us to the fol
lowing advantages!
-there is a better cash-flow from the point of view of
business which does not have to tie up capital in the
form of duty paid.It does have to pay customs duty on
goods until they leave the free port area.This can be
quite an advantage in times of scarcity of capital
—the administrative and clearance formalities are simpli
fied.It is a great advantage in any port.It makes life
much easier especially for small firms and business men.
-all business activities are put in one place as a gene
ral operating principle.lt means that anyone or any busi
ness man who goes there can take advantage of them
—another advantage is that any damage of goods when in
transit is not subject to customs clearance:it does mean
that wastage and spoilage are not dutiable
-it does happen that some kinds of goods are prohibited
by one country.In that case,the manufacturer brings them
in the free port area where packing,label 1ing and sorting
are done in an acceptable form
-holding andoor keeping goods into the free port until
the market changes are favourable is another advantage
—a free port generates additional employment.
This particular point is illustrated in Fig. 16.
-the free port provides a safe and protected
environment.lt is monitored or policed in some way by the
customs authority.lt provides a safe and secure area and
therefore

helps

the

firms

in terms of lower insurance

premium on its premises and goods.

SOURCE:Proceedings of The 14th
p.l7
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Lower insurance rates.are applied because
have

to

insure

the

duty-paid

users

do

not

value of goods,only the

duty-free value
another important characteristic of a free port
it is set up,foreign investment is
attracted.Consequently,there would be a gain

in

exchange and fast development of a port
— last but not least,free port means promotion

is

when

foreign
of

the

international trade as a whole.
Let's mention that a certain number of countries are in
the process of setting up free ports such as the People's
Republic of China,Great Britain and Yugoslavia.
2.2.2.3.

THE DISADVANTAGES OF A FREE PORT

The presence of customs in one area in the port implies
how severe the control must be.Consequently,a free port
requires a large number of additional customs and skilled
staff to administer them.
Another disadvantage is that people consider a free port
as "redlight" in which everything goes and where the law
cannot reach.This matter is opened to any comment and

is

subject to discussion.
2.2.2.4.

DOES FREE PORT POLICY CONTRIBUTE

TO

PORT

DEVELOPMENT ?
It remains true that the setting up of a free port neces
sitates a financial involvement which many developing
countries cannot afford.One the other hand,it is essen
tial to notice that the setting up of^a free port is to
be viewed from a political point of view.It means that
one of the components on which emphasis must be put is
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the political system in place.
For liberal economies,the question must be easily

resol

ved since freedom of movement and free enterprise are
recognised.But for countries where national economy is
severely controlled by the State,the decision-makers must
be clever.
The People Republic of Benin is a socialist country,
where the national economy is controlled by the
government.
C»espite this situation,many changes in shipping activi
ties have been observed since 1986 and hopes can be per
mitted and admitted.An "open policy" for foreigners in
order to develop private sectors has been adopted.
As mentioned above,the political system can influence can
have an impact on the establishment of a free port.But it
is not the most important one.
In my opinion,a setting up of a free port

requires

that

the following points have to be studied carefully and
without any preconceived idea.
a-to be successful,a free port require;s an experienced
management board.
b-Benin relies generally on taxes on goods the Autonomous
Port of Cotonou handles and.this goes against the concept
of free port where no duty is paid
c-within the free port abea,goods are reprocessed,manu
factured,and even re-exported to a third contry.
It would be difficult for Benin to accept this concept.
One might wonder if Benin could afford to having such
activity without being able to benefit from it.
To summurize,one might say that the delicacy of the sub
ject could not help us to decide whether or not free port
policy is of a certain advantage.
The economic impact of free ports is-6f different signi
ficance in less developed countries compared to highly
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industrialised nations.Free ports
of
industrialised
tariff-enclosed nations were basically created to facili
tate and to intensify the already existing extensive
foreign trade flows.By the way industrialised countries
use free zones nowadays as an instrument "capable of hel
ping to revive those market forces,which have become
entangled in the web of bureaucracy avid well-meant social
legislation woven into modern welfare states " (1).
In developing countries,free ports are primarly created
as an incentive for trade and the export industries,here
by aiming to attract foreign investments and to increase
the transfer of technology and management know-how.The
economic contribution of free ports in developing coun
tries is mainly based on employment generation and impro
vement of foreign exchange earnings.
Anyhow,free ports can play an important role in the eco
nomic development but in any case the impact depends on
the scope of customs privileges granted to them.Moreover,
.the effective establishment and operation require a long
term commitment to the covicept,as ris1<s to investors and
users must be low and predetermined.
As far as developing countries are concerned,the expected
economic contribution of free ports should mnot be ove
restimated as their implementation demands heavy capital
expenditure

which

might

lead

to

a

misallocation

of

resources.

SOURCE!C.HEIDELOFF,op. cit. p.250
Cl)COMPARE Ghani,Y.H.A.:The Free Trade Zone in JOBOR Port
Malaysia-a case study in Hansa
Special Edit.lAPHbPORTEX(Apr.85)
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The Shippers' Council of Benin <1) and the Maritime Admi
nistration ,to mention some,do play an important role in
the strategy of the port development process.
This chapter will deal on the one hand with the scope of
activities of the Shippers' Council and the Maritime
Administration and on the other hand with their scope of
competence as to their contribution as far as port devel
opment is concerned.
Before going further,let's give an approach of definition
of what one might or should consider as Shippers' Council
and Maritime Administration.
Shippers' Council are composed of different groups of
shippers in a given country .or region.Originally,shippers
organised themselves in a given country according to
classes of cargo,trade routes,or geographical location.
These different national groups with a common interest in
sea transportation form a shippers' council to further
their
interests in dealing with carriers,government
departments,and other related bodies (.2.).
Thus,members of a council will include production
and trade associations. •
Regarding Maritime Administration,since

this

boards

expression

is a generic one,the concept of its nature and extent can
vary depending upon whether the Ministry responsible for
maritime matters itself is being viewed as the Maritime
Administration or a sub—formation under the said Ministry
is to be the Maritime Administration.
<l)Conseil National des Chargeurs du.Benin,created as per
order N.
<21 AMOS Herman,Shipping Conferences p.ll7.
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-other related maritime activities such as ship-repai
ring,dry- docking,port operations and maritime training.
In other words,the scope of activities of a Maritime
Administration can be summurised as follows:
a-ports and harbours
b-f isheries
c-maritime safety administration.
Here,there is a need to emphasis the importance of
time

Safety

Administration

as

far

Mari

as the operational

aspects of Maritime Administration are concerned.
As a matter of course,the operational aspects of Maritime
Administration within the context of safety of life at
sea,take the form of:
-general superintendence and co-ordination
-registration of ships and related functions
-surveys ,inspections and certificate of ships
-port state control of foreign ships
-inspection anddetention of unseaworthyounsafe ships
—the conducting of examinations leading to,and
the
issuance of the appropriate certificate of competency and
o or proficiency to various categories of seafarers
-manning of ships
-conducting inquiries and

investigations

into

shipping

casualties
-dealing with matters pertaining to prevention,control

6

combat of marine pollutiovi
-crew matters
-registration of seamen
—wrecks
-adoption and implementation

of

international

maritime

conventions
-advice to government on maritime matters.
In some cases,it may be difficult or it will appear to be
difficult for the Maritime Administration to exercise
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full and continioLis control over all maritime

matters.E-

ven if a Maritime Administration has large resources and
even if that Maritime Administration is rather
developed,it is not possible for that Administration to
resort to foreign experts or consultants.Therefore,there
is a very important need for the Maritime Administration
to be manned by knowledgeable and competent officials to
assist Minister responsible for maritime affairs to;
a-formulate maritime policy and legislation
b-implement the formulated policy and legislation
c-discharge its national and internatinal obligations and
d-promote maritime development.
It would be of a great help for the Maritime Adminstration to co-operate with the Internatinal Association of
Classification Societies (1) as to the certification and
surveys of ships i.e. technical updated requirements.
A prerequisite for recognition of a classification socie
ty by the Maritime Adminstration is that it has well
defined requirements as to calculations and design crite
ria with regard

to . structural

strength,propulsio4T

and

anxilary machinery and arrangements as well as and orga
nisation capable of ascertaining the quality of materials
and workmanship related to construction and maintenance
of ships and other marine structures.
SOURCE:P.S VANCHISWAR,Establishment o Administration of
Maritime Affairs in Developing Countries.Vo1.1
198 A
Cl) American Bureau of Shipping
Nippon
Kaiji
Kyokai
Bureau Veritas
Polish Register of Sh.
Det Norske Veritas
Registro Italiano Naval
Germanischer Lloyd's
USSR Register of Sh.
Lloyds'Register of Shipping
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THE REQUIREMENTS THE MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION IS TO MEET

In most countries,the Ministry of Transport or the
Ministry of Commerce is competent for Shipping as a field
of governmental activity.
The reason for choosing one or the

other

Ministry

lies

most probably in the general way of looking at the mat
ter. In many countries,transport has been regarded,for a
long time,as the complex system of inland transportation
modes-that is to say,road,railway and inland navigation.
Broadly speaking,the wording "Maritime Administration"has
different connotations from one country to another.
Before going further,let's have a quick look into some
traditional maritime countries'maritime administration.
The United Kingdom and the USA consider Shipping ■ to be
part and parcel of the complex matter of
transport.Thus,most of the responsibility of the Ministry
of Transportation.The unit called Maritime AdministTation
is mainly occupied with the commercial aspects and the
promotion
of Shipping.The part of the US Maritime
Administration that carr?.es out most of the functions is
the US Coast Guard. The US Coast Guard deals with almost
everything such as examination of personnel,merchant
vessel inspection,marine investigation,aids to
navigation,search and rescue etc. Regarding the Federal
Republic of Germany ,it got its constitution after World
War II.The Ministry responsible for most of the maritime
administration functions is the Federal Ministry of
Transport,which has a maritime transport department,with
two unitssone for what one could call "shipping policy
and the second for safety at sea and related

matters.Let

us mention that the unit dealing with shipping policy is
in charge of legislation e.g. implementation of
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conventions and with more commercial aspects.The unit for
safety at sea and other related matters is responsible
for control of safety,aids to navigation,search and
rescue,accident
investigation,pilotage,seamen,seafarers,environment
protection and hydrography.
In Sweden,the Maritime Administration was

recognised

in

1956 and it was established the so-called Natinal Swedish
Administration of Shipping and Navigation CNASAN).The
Ministry responsible in general for maritime affairs is
the Ministry of Communication. The Swedish Maritime Admi
nistration deals with three main groups of activities
namely maritime safety ,fairways and other activities,hydography included.
In France,the Prime Minister is responsible for maritime
affairs,but it is in fact the Secretariat of State in
charge of the Sea so-called "Secretariat d'Etat a la Mer"
which has the delegatory authority to ensure consultation
and co-ordination for sea related matters.This Secreta
riat has responsibilities for seamen,fisheries,ports andlighthouses and shipping,and it is assisted by an admi
nistrative department,commonly called "Marine Marchande",
with specialised directorates for various fields

of

the

responsibilities above mentioned.
As mentinoed earlier,in Benin,the Ministry of equipment
and transports is responsible for the Maritime Adminstration,
In order to cope with maritime activities,a delegation of
power is given to a specialised body of the said Ministry
the so-called "Directorate of Merchant Marine",which
deals with all aspects of shipping and which,in turn,must
account for its activities to the Ministry.
SOURCE:G.STUBBERUB,Scope of the Maritime Administrations.
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It clearly appears from these various Maritime Adminstrations,that no two Maritime Administrations are the same.
However,one might notice that irrespctive of the wording
of the various ministries in charge of maritime
matters,it is obvious that the nature of each national
maritime administration is dependent upon the needs,tra
ditions ,socio-economic system and history of the country
concerned.On the other hand ,the functions that are car
ried out by these various Maritime Administrations are
not that different,even if the administrative patterns
and the set- ups are very much different.
One might come to the conclusion that within the frame
work of the overall maritime activities the most impor
tant things are to develop both the legislative and com
mercial aspects of any maritime administration.
This paragraph will be broken down into two sub-para
graphs: the first one dealing with the Maritime Administration itself and in the second one,a draft of a sugge
sted organisational chart of the Maritime Administration
will be drawn according to what is supposed to be an
efficient
and
effective
Maritime
Administration.
3.1.1.1.

THE

MARITIME

ADMINISTRATION

ITSELF

The participation of Benin in world trade is depnedent on
its infrastructures,human capabilities and administration
structure for handling the transport of that trade.There
fore, a policy must be settled down through the
establishment of a proper maritime legislation which has
to have a certain number of characteristics so as to be
able to comply with shipping requirements.
Let's refer to the quotation of P.S VANCHISWAR "Maritime
development of developing countries would be dependent
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»

directly on their respective capabilities created through
the establishment and performance of appropriate Maritime
Administration to administer their maritime affairs " ('.I)
According to the above mentioned statement,the role plays
by any Maritime Administration is of a great importance.
It

is

therefore,a

matter

of

suitable Maritime Administration.
Any enterprise,so as to be able

urgency
to

be

to

establish a

efficient

and

effective as to its activities is to have some guidelines
or in other words a policy to follow up.In this
respect,there is an urgent need for any developing
country in general and for Benin in particular to set up
an efficient Merchant Shipping Act which supposed to be
developmental,regulatory and in comformity with relevant
Internatinal Maritime Law or. Conventions.
This part will be developed more in detail later on.
It is needless to make the whole history of the previous
Merchant Shipping Act of Benin which is a photocopy of
the outdated French Merchant Shipping Act.Thus,there is a
need for the Directorate of Merchant Marine to rectify
this Act as a matter of urgency.Besides,the legal regime
of the Merchant Shipping Act must be established with the
help of a clear and precisely worded law which has
effective sanctions,a helpfull law-abiding atmosphere and
regular municipal courts of law to adjucate and
administer the law.
3.1.1.2.

SUGGESTED

ORGANISATIONAL

CHART

OF

THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
The overall infrastructure of the Maritime Administration
would naturaly depend upon the nature and extent of the
Cl) P.S. VANCHISWAR, op. cit. page 10.
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duties and responsibilities involved,which in turn would
depend upon the current stage of maritime development in
Benin and its plan for future maritime
development,including the pace at which

the

future

development is to proceed.
The suggested organisational chart of the
Maritime
Administration is not the ideal one due to the fact that
many external factors have not been taken into
consideration such as plans for future development and
the attention the government devotes to shipping,to
mention a few.However,on the ,basis of the
primary
objectives above mentioned,it is likely to foresee what
can or could be the organisational chart of the Maritime
Administration in Benin.
Before making any proposals,as far as the Maritime
Administration is concerned,it would be advisable to
devote some lines to what is going on ''at present within
the Martime Administration in Benin.
As many developing countries ,Benin faces with the
problems

as

regards

matters

pertaining ,to

Administration namely :
a-somewhat non-involvement in the evolution of
internatinal standards
b-outdal^ed maritime legislation
c-inadequate administrative infrastructure
d-shortage of maritime personnel
e-lack of training facilities
According to the above mentioned,the following
organisational chart (Fig.17) can be suggested

SOURCE: P.S. VANCHISWAR, op. cit. page 13.
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basic

Maritime

3.1.2.

AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE MARITIME

ADMINISTRATION
Maritime Administration in any developing country has a
paramount role to play in port development due to the
fact that there are some aspects pertaining to ports in
developing countries with which Maritime Administration
would need to be involved.
Maritime Administration has a number of functions to
perform as regards port development.These functions as
above mentioned are either developmental or regulatory.
The developmental functions are as follows;
—advice or assistant in the assessment of suitability of
natinal port for the intended ships,from the points of
view of navigation,pilotage,safety of ships,ship-handling
and berthing of ships,and in

formulating

proposals

for

required development 6 improvement.
This area should cover :
-suitability of the approach channel from the sea to

the

port
-shore-based navigable aids'
-alignments of navigable channels in port
—width and depth of above mentioned navigable channels
-standard of pilotage assistance needed
-ease of navigation and shiphandling during approach

and

in port
-availability of effective berthing aids
-adequacy of berthing space
—fendering requirements at berths
-requirements for mooring ships
—safe anchorages for ships
-berthing needs for ships carrying dangerous goods
b-assessment and development of the manpower needs of the
port as regards marine personnel.
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This area should cover:
-pilots
—marine personnel for port craft
-marine engineers
-berthing personnel
c-assistance in the

identification

and

procurement

suitable tugs and other port crafts,including
required for fire-fighting and forrescue services

of

those

d-assistance in the development of repair facilities for
the- port craft
e-assistance in the development of regulations for port
safety.
The regulatory functions are:
a-registration of port craft
b-survey o inspection and certification of port craft
c-ensuring that port safety regulations are apprpriate
and adequate
d-statutory control over wrecks in port
e-inquiries o investigations into shipping casualities in
port
f-ensuring the participation of the port in the

maritime

search and rescue system
g-ensuring safe manning of ships in port
h-ensuring adequate provision of reception facilities
port

for

in

receiving oily wastes and chemical wastes from

ships
i-ensuring the participation of the port in the natinal
contingency plan for combating marine pollution.
One might emphasize that a proper understanding of the
need and nature of the aforesaid relationship between
Maritime Administration and port devel'opmenC would enable
the officials of the Maritime Administration in Benin,to
SOURCE; P.S. VANCHISWAR , op. cit. p.127-128.
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assume appropriate roles and eKercice the necessary
functions vis-a-vis the Autonomous Port of Cotonou to
miximize nationaladvantages and on the other hand,it
would enable others concerned to appreciate better the
advantages that can accrue to the port and country as
well from a proper Maritime Administration.
3.2.

THE ROLE OF THE SHIPPERS" COUNCIL OF
BENIN AS TO SHIPPING MATTERS

Problems relating to shipping services are inseperable
from those relating to ports,and this is true both when a
current situation is to be a.ssessed and when policies are
to be formulated for the future.
While the relationship between the two sets

of

problems

may appear to be obvious,in actual fact it is often
disregarded,with the result that situations are
incorrectly assessed and policies
are not sound.
3.2.1.

THE

SETTING

UP

OF

are

A

formulated" which

SHIPPERS'

COUNCIL;

WHAT FOR ?

When reference is made to a Shippers'Counci 1,there is an
underlying assumption that shipments are made by a larger
number of shippers located largely or entirely in the
private sector .But this situation can vary from country
to country.For instance in Benin,the government controls
exports of specific commodities through marketing boards
located in the Ministry of Commerce.
The prime purpose of a

Shippers'

Council

is

to

unite

shippers and to give them the necessary bargaining
strength to obtain adequate and efficient services at the

♦
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minimum costs-whether in the liner or
sectors of shipping.

in

the

non-liner

There is a need for collective representation for general
discussion between the parties of maritime transportation
and Shippers'Counci Is provide this function.But who can
be

regarded

as

menbers

of

a

Shippers' Council? Only

groups of entities that ship or receive cargo can be
menbers of Shippers' Counci 1.Thus,customs
authorities,government departments,and export boards,all
connected with international sea carriage,are not members
of Shippres'Counci Is even though.there are occasions in
which they are invited to participate in discussion or
negotiations between shippers and carriers.
A Shippers' Council consults’ with carriers on general
subjects such as carriage conditions, i.e .frequency of
sai1ing,adequacy of services,freight rate
structure,
tariff pub 1ications,and proper documeiTtation.
By setting up a Shippers' Counci 1,shippers strengthen
their bargaining position vis-a-vis united
carriers such as conferences.lt is useful 1 and

bodies of
necessary

to mention here that the National Shipping Company of
Benin so-called COBENAM is member of both "Mediterranean
Europe West Africa Conference CMEWAC) and "Continent West
Africa Conference CCOWAC) <1).
It is also essential to mention

that

the

Shippers'

Council of Benin the so-called "Conseil National des
Chargeurs du Benin" set up on May 25th,1983 is member of
the

"Union

SOURCE;UNCTAD

des

Conseils des Chargeurs Africains " (2).

Report,Protection

of

Shipper

Interests.

Guidelines
for
Developing
Countries.
Cl)Liner Conferences
C2)Union of African Shippers' Councils
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P.15.

3

THE SHIPPERS' COUNCIL OF BENIN

AS

TO

ITS

DUTIES IN THE SHIPPING SCENE
As stated earlier,there is an undoubtful and necessary
relationship between problems relating to ports and those
regarding shipping services both in the liner sector and
in the non-liner field.
In the non-liner sector ,the relationship between ports
services and shipping services is very direct.The more
sophisticated long term arrangements involve simultaneous
negotiations for the conditions of ships and for the
conditions of compatible port facilities,and shippers pay
a price for shipping services which directly reflects the
costs incurred in the port sector.Even where no
specialise?d port facilities are provided,the conditions
in a port (that is the costs of entering the port and
cargo hand ling,and time taken ) have a direct effect upon
the rates
shippers.

which

are

agreed

between

shipowners'

and

In the liner sector,the relationship is obscured by the
shipping conferences practice of averaging in one region
costs and charges for a complete range of ports,For
example,if the conditions in a particular port
deteriorate,then a conference may impose a surcharge for
that port,but otherwise the level of conference rates is
not directly affected by the conditions in any one port
in the range ,nor by a change in the conditions in any
one of those ports.If,therefore,Benin expends capital on
port improvements it can expect no direct benefit in the
form of reduced conference rates,unless under pressure
from the shippers'counci 1 and government.In fact such
expenditure may serve to subsidise the rates payable by
shippers in less efficient ports in the same conference
range.But while the conditions in a particular port
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have

no direct effect upon conference rates,they can have a
subtantial effect upon the willingness of the individual
conference member lines to serve that port:a port with
poor conditions may have difficulty in persuading the
lines to meet the service requirements of merchants,or
even to enter the port at all .Ports with poor conditions
frequently suffer from cancellation of calls scheduled by
owners who find that they fill their ships at a lower
cost,in less time,by accepting additional cargo from
nearby ports with better conditions.Although
non-conference liner operators are not bound by tariffs
based
on averaging,many base their charges on the
relevant conference freight
tariff
minus
whatever
percentage they consider necessary to attract business.In
this way the effects of averaging can spread to the
tariff of non-conference operators also.
Like the conference lines,the non-conference operators
are influenced by port'conditions in^deciding whether or
not to call at a particular port.A factor which is
particularly important to an operator is the degree of
uncertainty:if port costs are consistently high,waiting
time fairly constant,and handling rates consistly slow,he
may be prepared to take these into account and quote
rates accordingly;but if conditions in a port are so
erratic that he cannot predict the costs or
time
involved,then he may decline to put his vessels into, that
port if alternative cargoes are available in other ports
with more stable conditions.lt follows that in any
initiative for transfering traditinal liner cargoes to
the non-liner sector,port conditions can be critical in
determining whether non-liner operators will be prepared
to

quote

allowing

rates
for

the

which

result

additional

consolidation of consignments.
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♦

in

a

net

expenditure

saving,after
needed

the

In this respect,it is
necessary

aggregation

essential
of

small

that

negotiations

for

consignments should be

accompanied by simultaneous negotiations not only for the
supply of suitable vessels, but also for the provision of
suitable port faci1ities,including facilities for the
marshalling

of

the

consolidated

consignments.Such

an

adjustment may involve a departutre from traditional port
procedures with regard to berth allocation,but can be in
the interests of a port.The reason is that quite apart
from a government's interest in the potential freight
savings,the allocation of facilities for a particular
commodity by specialised vessels may improve not only the
handling of that commodity but the port productivity
generally,by simplifying the cargo-mix of liner vessels
at'general cargo berths.
Because the shipping problem has several facets,measures
must be taken in several directions,each measure being
concerned with a specific aspect of the overall problem.
First in order to strengthen the bcCrgaining power of
Benin in the liner sector ,shippers must be directed
either by the "Conseil National des Chargeurs du Benin"
and some other appropriate means-and consultation proce
dures must be established which will ensure that the
interests of the shippers are taken into account.
Secondly,for the purpose of assessing the efficiency and
economy of existing shipping services,the extent to which
the services are affecting the flow of trade of Benin,and
the possibilities of obtaining more satisfactory services
by alternative courses of actions,a shipping investiga
tion unit must be set up .The task of the said shipping
investigation unit is to uncover the facts and figures
upon which sound policy decisions can be taken,both by
the government and the "Conseil National des Chargeurs du
Benin"-the shippers' council.lt must examine existing
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shipping services and investigate possible £ilternativesIt must co-ordinate the various actions which are taken
to protect shippers interests,and it must assist the
government to harmonize its policy in to relation to
shippers interests with its policies in relation to the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou and the " Compagnie Beninoise
de Navigation Maritime
The Shippers' Council itself must
protecting shipper interests,but
has the backing of an effective
unit.In dealing with MEWAC and

play a leading role in
it can only do so if it
shipping investigation
COWAC or other shipping

conferences (1> the Shippers' Council must not merely
echo the complaints of its members but must confront the
conferences with soundly-based arguments,and for this it
must rely upon the unit.In considering the role of the
unit it is necessary to consider the role to be played by
the various ministries such as ministries which handle
finance,overseas trade,transport or economic development
in formulating and implementing an integrated shipping
policy .Ministries which are
,customs,1ega1 affairs,health

handling foreign a.ffairs
and immigration are all

interested in specific aspects of shipping.
In addition,the Autonomous Port of Cotonou may be opera
ting outside the direct control of the ministries.
Thirdly,in order to ensure that Benin is not making unne
cessary use of relatively expensive traditional liner
services for shipments which could move by charter or
contract methods,wherever possible,traditional liner con
signments must be aggregated.
Cl)American
—Associated

West

Africa

Europe

Freight

Central

Conference

CAWAFC)

West Africa Lines (CEWAL)

-Far East West Africa Conference CFEWAC)
-United Kingdom West Africa Lines Joint Service (UKWAL)
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In addition in order to deal with the foreign exchange
aspects of the problem,and to ensure that Benin profits
from the carriage of the foreign trade which

it

genera

tes,the government must consider whether to develop its
national shipping industry.
Once a Shippers' Council is formed,the first task of the
government wil ,be to obtain from each of the liner con
ferences an undertaking to cosuit with it on matters to
be specified <1).
The most vital issue,and also the most difficult,facing a
Shippers' Council in any developing country is whether
its bargaining power will .enable it to reduce the level
of the freight rates or at least to curb the rising
trends.Before it embarks upon freight negotiations with a
conference,"Consei1 National des Chargeurs du Benin"must
first settle a number of preliminary issues which will
have a bearing upon freight negotiations;these relate to
the competence of the Shippers' Council to deal with the
various conferences on its own,having regard to the con
ference areas of operations,the form of loyalty arrange
ments,and the provision of data.Furthermore,the Shippers'
Council wil have little success in freight negotiations
if it enters the conference room empty-handed:it must
give advance consideration to the bargaining tools that
it

intends to use,and it should decide in advance how to

deal with conflicts of interests among its members.The
attention of the Shippers' Council to these matterswill
actually have a greater effect upon the outcome than the
<1)Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner
art.11
SOURCE:UNCTAD Report, op. cit. pages 3-9.
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Conferences

tactics which it adopts during the
tions .
Last but not

least,the

conduct

constitution

of

of
the

negotia
Shippers'

Council must decleare the following objectives:
-to secure efficient,economical,and adequate shipping
services.
—to represent the interests of shippers,procedures,and
commodity group
—to secure the greatest possible co-operation between
shippers,producers and commodity group
-to negotiate with shipowners and others with regard to
arrangements for,and the terms and conditions applicable
to overseas cargo shipping
-to consult with and secure arrangements between members
upon matters concerned with overseas cargo shipping
-to co-operate with,assist and make representation to any
governments,statutory or local authority or any aspect of
any law,regulations:; or enactment concerning overseas car
go shipping
-to subscribe to,become party to,and co-operate with any
company,association or organisation,whether incorporated
or not whose objects are in whole or in

part,similar

to

those of its own
-to obtain,accumulate,maintain,and assimilate information
on any matter relevant to overseas cargo shipping
—to be a shipper body

♦
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Trade is vital for prosperity and development of any
country.To be effective,it requires a fast,regular and
totally reliable transport chain in which the port is of
key importance.This critical transfer point must work
efficiently to ensure economic development.
As to the particular case of the Autonomous

Port

of

Cotonou one has to keep in mind the following questionss
-is the Autonomous Port of Cotonou efficient ?
It does mean
-does it produce satisfactory revenue levels?
-does it have an effective infrastructure?
-does it achieve acce?ptable rate of handling pargo?
If the answers to these above questions are negative
,then the Autonomous Port of Cotonou authorities should
upgrade it.
In addition,the management has to ask
itself
the
following questions.
—is there congestion in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou?
-is there excessive damage and losses to cargo during
hand ling?
-is there a problem with safety and security?
If the answers are positive ,then the Autonomous Port
Cotonou should be upgraded.In that particular
case,upgrading means:

of

-greater output from existing facilities
-better use of existing personnel
-improved return on original investment
Developments within the transport sector do,however,pose
certain questions and there is a need,even at this early
stage ,to plan actively for the future.
Now is the time ,therefore,for the
face the future and to assess
>1

S3

port authorities to
what measures will be

necessary to stabilize the role of the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou in the overall transport pattern.There
are
indicators that the next fifteen years will see profound
changes both in the traditional structures of port
activities and in the number of ports in operation.
The ports hoping to survive under acceptable conditions
in the 1990s must,even at the early stage,begin planning
for the future.A traditional criterion for measuring a
port's overall efficiency is the rate of productivity of
their portjand it is,of course,of vital importance that
this be carried out quickly and rationally.
Other,no less important,criteria for measuring a port's
efficiency are the services it has to offer,how quickly
and smoothly the total flow of goods is handled and the
existence of efficient communications throughout the
organisation.
By definition,al1 maritime trade must pass

through-

port

facilities.For developing countries,trading opportunities
between neighbours are slight,overland transport routes
are limited and most trade is unsuitable for air freight;
this often means that virtually all their freight trade
must pass through their own seaports.If the only feasible
route for foreign trade is through national port,the
cardinal objective for the port should be to permit their
dependent region's trade to flow efficiently and to grow
unhindered.Many other objectives of economic,financial or
social significance may be set,but all will be of
secondary importance.
The most important factor in achieving the cardinal
objective is that port capacity should be adequate for
the type and volume of traffic arriving at the port.This
is a simple concept but may be less simple to put into
practice.The first consequence of inadequate capacity is
that ships and cargo are held up at the port :this

I
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is,port congestion which will be dealt with later on«
It can be acceptable for economic development to be
dictated by port capacity.The rational alternative is
that port capacity must be provided at an indisputably
adequate level.For countries which are short of
investment resources,this poses a problem of principle,as
it may be seen that investment in excess port facilities
is wasteful.In practice,the cost of providing excess
capacity would automatically be compensated in various
ways.For instance,ships would rarely have to wait for
aqcess,which would help to reduce costs and improve
services,£<nd perturbation of operations by climatic or
social disorders which would be less disruptive.
As mentioned earlier,the overwhelming majority of any
developing countries' trade passes through its seaports
and this applies whether the country possess
good
facilities or poor facilities,whether capacity is- ample
or hardly sufficient,whether productivity is high or low
and whether the port works 24 hours a day with fresh
labour or 6 hours a day.If port capacity is provided to
meet forecast traffic and because of the absence of
alternative viable routes,trade continues to pass through
a country's seaport,why is it necessary for a government
to give priority to additional port development?
A sufficient and suitable port capacity can' have the
following impacts:
-saving and earning of foreign exchange
To understand how substantial amounts of foreign exchange
can be saved or earned as a result of improving port
efficiency,it is necessary to examine the cost structure
of sea transport.(it will save demurage costs)
In the context of sea transport costs,port costs comprise
three main elements.
First,there are the expenses incurred by
85

ship

operators

in using ports.These include port dues on the
specific charges such as services as berthing
unberthing,and pilotage etc.

ship

and

Second,there the costs of cargo handling,in particular
the costs of loading and discharging the vessel which,in
the case of liner shipping,are normally included in the
freight rate.
Third,there is the costs of a ship's time in port.The
importance of the last element,although not a specific
expense like the first two,can be judged from the fact
that ,even excluding occasions of high waiting times in
seriously congested port,a typical conventional liner
vessel spends between 50 per cent or 60 per cent of its
time in port.
In view of the fact that a high proportion of shipping
costs is incurred in ports,improved port performance can
be the key to a reduction in the costs of sea transport.
Virtual ly,al 1 parties involved in the Ccirriage of goods
by sea suffer from port congestion, i.e.shippers ,ship
owners ,consignees and the national economy.The
port
suffers through increased costs of operations and through
the possibility of a temporary or permanent loss of
traffic.The shipowner suffers through a drop in the
earning power of. his ships,its crew and its cargo.The
shipper suffers through the direct
shipment,the loss of goodwill in his
problems,higher

shipping

charges

cost of. delay in
trade,documentary

and ultimatly,loss of

business.Final ly, the national econofny suffers
delays
in obtaining materials for industry
development projects.

through
or for

In order to get rid of port congestion problem,the port
authorities are to react positively.They should ask
themselves the following questionssWHAT SHOULD BE DONE ?
The development of an efficient system of' seaports
\
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requires a twofold approach.
First,the port should be well planned and developed.
Second,the port should be well run.
The former requires action at the national level,perhaps
with
external
financial
support,whilst the latter
requires action at the individual ports Cl.’),
If ports are so important in the national and
international economies of the world,their principal
objective and raison d'etre should be to permit tpade to
flow freely,efficiently,and with unhindered growth Cl'!).
Accordingly,one might argue that the primary objective of
port development, should be to provide cargohandling
facilities that are adequate for present and future
national needs.
Port development plans have to be based on traffic
forecasts
which ,in turn,must be derived from the
country's development plans for agriculture,industry and
commerce C3).Therefore,a
the constant review of

key role ot port management is
port services and potential

national needs so as to provide government with the
information necessary for correct and timely decisions.
Regarding the stage of project implementation one might
say
Li111L
sat isf actuvy i mf>1enx^ntati ono f pro j€?cts is
crucial to their teciinical and economic viabi 1ity.There
is need foi- adequate S!iiiervision by tiie puit a'•Lflorities
o r teci)n ica 1 consu 11an ts .Ca re fully fo rmu 1ated
implemientatiovi
implementation

schedules help
clrif.t.monitoring
of
and optimal allocation of resources <41.

<1) UNCTAD Report, Port & Economic Development March 26th
1982. p.5 <2) & <3> UNCTAD Report^ op, cit. p.6 &
p.l3 <4) lAPH Report, op. cit. p.94
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The strategy of port development can also be seen as
regards
port tariffs.Ordinarily,any major investment
should provide a satisfactory economic rate of return on
capital employed and ports are no exception to this rule.
It is necessary for the Autonomous Port of Cotonou to
first attract traffic by promotional tariffs in initial
years,until the traffic flow stabilizes and port users
are convinced of economic benef its of using the new
facilities.When this stage is reached tariffs,could be
reviewed to gradually bring them to cost—related levels.
Failure to follow this gradual approach could be counter
productive ,of ten stifling the growth of traffic.
So as to be able to set up suitable port tariffs,the port
authorities must bear in mind at any time the following
factors which can influence the level of port tariffs fl.>
These are;
—competition in its many forms
-nature of the product
-trade in which the cargo originates and port cost
-special facilities to handle the commodity
—transport mode and exchange rate variation
-agreement with other port authorities
-statutory controls
—relation with shippers'counci 1 and trade associations
-subsidies
-flag discrimination
-marketing
-value of the goods
-compliance with customs requirements
-palletised cargo
-ease of handling-stowage
Cl) Alan E.BRANCH,Elements of Port Operation & Management
edit.1986. p.lA6—148.
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Knowing that ports exist as an important and

fundamental

part of the overall pattern of trade and transport,the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou must have the four principal
roles:
a-cargo and passenger(if any) handling
b-support services for ships
c-a base for industrial development
d-a terminal foring part of a transport chain
The experience of the evolutions during the last 20 years
induces to be careful in the decisions which will engage
the 20-50 next years.However,the following key—points
could be raised;
Firstly,it is necessary to be ambitious and ready for
large activities development, i.e. the Autonomous Port of
Cotonou has to maintain in reserve large surfaces for
port traffic and relevant industrial activities.
Secondly,it is necessary to be careful especially as far
as the traffic forecasts are concerned.The investments
must be deciced step by step and eachT step has to be
justified
traf fic.

from

economic

point

of

view with a certain

Thirdly,it is necessary to be flexible, i.e.the
Autonomous Port of Cotonou has to

maintain

a

permanent

adjustment ability to new traffic if the world economical
environment requires it.
Ultimatly,it is necessary to be competitive for cost
service quality
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F i g . 1:

NIGER

Communicatin Lines Network

Region

Rail (Km.)
438

Cotonou - Parakou

Means of Transport
Road (Km.)
Rail/Road (Km.)
620

1058

Cotonou - Niamey

-

■ 1060

-

Cotonou - Maradi

-

1454

-

Cotonou - Zinder

-

1691

-

Cotonou - Agades

-

2162

TOTAL

438

I

6987

-

■ 1058

Fig. 2:

BURKINA FASSO Communication Lines Network

Means of Transport
Region

Cotonou - Parakou Porga - Fada N'Gourma Dua Gadougou

Rail (Km.)

Road (Km.)

438

620

Rail/Road (Km.)
1058

-

1008

-

Cotonou - Fada N'Gourma

-

785

-

Cotonou - Koupeld

-

873

-

438

3286

Cotonou - Saualou Porga - Fada N'Gourma .Dua Gadougou

TOTAL

♦

1058

Fi g. 3:

MALI

Communication Lines Network

, Means of Transport
Region
Rail (Km.)

Road (Km.)

Rail/Road (Km.)

Cotonou - Azongo

-

1417

-

Cotonou - Gao

-

1516

-

-

2933

-

TOTAL

Fig. 5:

GENERAL TRAFFIC (in terms of tons) Generated by the Port

Merchandises
Import

1985
Export

Total

1984 ( Recall )
Import
Export
Total

Oil

302 343

\ “

302 343

240 764

Bulk Cargo

107 780

-

107 780

-

-

-

General Cargo

S48 951

107 576

756 527

366 371

79 073

645 444

1 059 074

107 576

1 166 650

807 135

79 073

886 208

TOTAL

Source: Annual Statistics of the Autonomos Port of Cotonou - 1985

\

240 764

F i g . 6;

IMPORT - EXPORT

Passengers
Merchandises

Import

Export

Total
Disembarking

Oil

20 897 933

20 897 933

Embarking

-

\

Total

-

\

Bulk Cargo

10 000 000

-

10 000 000

-

-

-

General Cargo

22 890 746

7 313 578

30 204 324

-

-

-

53 788 679

7 313 578

61 102 257

-

-

-

TOTAL

Source:

Annual Statistics of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
September 1986

Fig. 7:

WAITING ON THE ROADS

1984

1983 (Recall)

Waiting time

3.310H 47mn

5.366H 55mn

Number of ships having called
at the Port

1 051

1 069

Number of ships having waited

447

452

Net average per ship

7H 24mn

IIH 52mn

Gross average per ship

3H 09mn

5H Olmn

Source:

Annual Statistics of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
Edit.1984

Fig. 8:

W A I T I N G IN T H E RO A D S

1985

1984 (Recall)

Waiting time

3.130H 44mn

3.310H 47mn

Number of ships having
called at the Port

1 081

1 051

Number of ships having waited

433 ,

477

Net average per ship

07H 13mn

07H 24mn

Gross average per ship

02H 53mn

03H 09mn

Source: Annual Statistics of the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
Edit. 1985

1

Source: Port Facilities:Requirements for a system
approach.
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MANAGEMENT AS A SYSTEM
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JOBS GENERATED BY FREE PORTS

Countries

(Statistics 1981)

Number of Free Ports

Jobs Generated

Hamburg

1

60 000

Malaysia

3

22 000

South Korea

2

120 000

Mexico

1

70 000

Taiwan

3

70 000

-

11 000

American Foreign Trade
Zones
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